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INLucE TuA 
In Thy Light 
Still Seeking the Beloved Community 
0 N ]ANUARY 20, 2008, BARACK 0BAMA became the first African-American president of the United States. In his 
inaugural address, he pointed out that " ... a man 
whose father less than sixty years ago might not 
have been served at a local restaurant can now 
stand before you to take a most sacred oath:' The 
2008 election was a hard fought and bitter contest 
in a divided nation, but even many of the new 
president's most ardent adversaries recognized 
that his election might signal a turning point in 
the history of race relations in this country. 
Three years later, it is obvious how much 
further we have to go. The nation's reaction to 
the tragic death of Trayvon Martin in Florida on 
February 26 has exposed the divisions that remain. 
Even though both white and black Americans are 
outraged by what happened to this teenager, shot 
dead while walking home from buying candy at 
a store, they interpret this incident very differ-
ently. Commentary on this event written by white 
Americans almost always focuses on the complex-
ity of the issues involved: the uncertain facts, the 
checkered histories, the ambiguous law. Although 
they know that what happened was terrible, most 
white Americans are not sure who is most to 
blame. 
Many African Americans, on the other hand, 
have taken to the streets to protest what to them is 
a straightforward and familiar story. This story is 
simply that a young, black boy came under suspi-
cion and was killed because he looked and dressed 
like a young, black boy. And after he was killed, 
the local authorities were willing to let the man 
who killed him get away with it. 
To a large extent, white and black Americans 
still live in different Americas. White Americans 
live in an America that has flaws, that sometimes 
fails, but where these failures are slowly being 
addressed through the institutions of government 
and law. Black Americans live in an America that 
continues to fail every day, that does not really 
care about what happens to young black men and 
where racism, more often than not, is protected 
by the powers that be. When white and black 
Americans can interpret one event so differently, 
the process of racial reconciliation in America is 
far from complete. 
This past October, members of the National 
Network of the Lilly Fellows Program in 
Humanities and the Arts gathered at Samford 
University in Birmingham, Alabama, the cra-
dle of the civil rights movement, for their 2011 
National Conference. The conference's theme was 
"Reconciliation in History, Literature, and Music;' 
and two of the its plenary lectures are published in 
this issue. In his talk, "Are We Still of Any Use?" 
Charles Marsh spoke about Dietrich Bonhoeffer's 
time in the United States, a period when he 
learned how to live the life of an engaged scholar. 
And in "The Terrible Pangs of Compromise;' 
Trudier Harris explored what a century's worth 
of African-American literature can teach us about 
the painful path of reconciliation. 
It is one thing to eliminate formal, legal racism 
or for African Americans to assume a larger role 
in our nation's leadership; it is entirely another 
to achieve genuine reconciliation between white 
and black America. Reconciliation creates the 
. possibility of a new community. It occurs only 
through a long, slow process, and as important as 
Barack Obama's election was to this process, the 
process of racial reconciliation in this country is 
far from complete. As President Obama observed 
three years ago, "[B]ecause we have tasted the bit-
ter swill of civil war and segregation and emerged 
from that dark chapter stronger and more united, 
we cannot help but believe that the old hatreds 
shall someday pass:' Americans of all colors 
believe that reconciliation is happening and that 
someday it will finally be achieved. But for now, 
it remains a dream of one beloved community, a 
dream as yet unfilled. f 
-JPO 
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Are We Still of Any Use? 
The Audacious Hope of the Engaged Scholar 
Charles Marsh 
I 
N THE OPENING SCENE OF THE 1970 FILM 
Zabriskie Point, one of Italian direc-
tor Michelangelo Antonioni's three 
English-language films, a contentious debate 
between black and white student activists is 
underway on a California campus. As the cam-
era surveys the scene in a documentary fashion, 
the students speak in tired revolutionary cli-
ches. Angry black men in Che Guevara berets 
and army fatigues punctuate violent mantras 
with seething street wisdom. "Molotov cocktails 
are a mixture of gasoline and kerosene. White 
radicalism is a mixture of bullshit and jive:' A 
concerned white woman objects that "a lot of 
white people" are potential revolutionaries, even 
as a goateed Marxist turns to another woman 
and complains that the coffee has run out. "Can't 
a man make a cup of coffee;' she replies in dis-
gust. In a cameo, black radical Kathleen Cleaver 
threatens to close down the school "because 
we haven't gotten what we need:' Meanwhile, 
Mark, the film's protagonist, appears agitated and 
annoyed. When someone asks the young radicals 
if they're really willing to die for the cause, Mark 
slowly rises to his feet and replies, ''I'm willing to 
die. But not from boredom:' The debate contin-
ues in his absence, but the point has been made: 
these young activists, wayward children of the 
Movement, have grown to hate each other as 
much as they hate the System against which they 
wage vicious if not inchoate struggle. 
A "thematic of escape" became obsessive in 
Antonioni's later work, including Zabriskie Point 
and his two other English-language films, Blow 
Up and The Passenger. Youth movements, coun-
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tercultures, alternative visions of self and world, 
and experimentations of the mind and body 
come and go as schemes of flight from the flat-
tening effects of a plastic culture (Arrowsmith 
1995, 132). All of these disappoint the demands 
of perpetual freedom. Authenticity lies finally in 
radical individuation, in an individuation that 
cuts loose all ties to community and proves to 
be only another disenchanted option in a one-
dimensional universe. 
What became of these student radicals taking 
it to a faceless man; why had the ambitions of a 
movement that began in Montgomery, Alabama 
in 1955 (as we might frame the narrative) become 
abstract, inchoate, and self- referential? 
Richard Rorty and the Old Left 
The philosopher Richard Rorty pondered 
questions such as these in his provocative and 
helpful book, Achieving Our Country: Leftist 
Thought in Twentieth-Century America, based 
on the 1997 Massey Lectures at Harvard. Rorty 
wondered how it had come to be that an activ-
ist tradition committed to piecemeal social 
reform, a generation of intellectuals and activists 
concerned with citizenship, schools, and voter 
registration, ran aground, splintering into self-
referential spirals and identity fixations. 
Rorty told a fascinating story about the 
moral vocabulary of an older reformist-activist 
Left, which shaped such progressive movements 
as the labor and civil right movements, the cou-
rageous work of those who struggled between 
1900 and 1964 "within the framework of consti-
tutional democracy to protect the weak from the 
strong;' kept its hand to the plow, and was com-
mitted to piecemeal social reform. Rorty said 
that it is the old Left one hears in the petitions 
of labor and civil rights organizers in the South 
between the years 1900 and 1964. Their focus 
was on the unjust laws and the need for concrete 
reform. 
But by the end of 1964, as the civil rights 
movement began going "cosmic" and the rhe-
torical pyrotechnics of student militancy and 
Black Power drowned out the less stimulating 
planning sessions of grassroots organizers, the 
Left became increasingly Manichean in its per-
ceptions. It is the new Left's children one hears 
in the trendy sobriquets of contemporary cul-
ture studies, postmodern theory, and other 
insular "discourses" of the guild. Since 1964, the 
Left has increasingly operated as a "spectatorial, 
disgusted, mocking Left rather than a Left that 
dreams of achieving our country;' a fashionably 
cynical rather than a responsibly hopeful Left. 1 
Readers of Richard Rorty, admiring or oth-
erwise, will surely know that he was anything 
but a conservative pundit coloring the sixties as 
a period of unrestrained hedonism. Rorty was 
quick to acknowledge that had this generation 
of passionate men and women restrained their 
anger, America might still be sending its young 
people off to kill Vietnamese ( 1998, 68). "It is even 
possible that the Defense Department might lie 
to the public more frequently and fluently than 
at present, (although that is difficult to imagine);' 
he added (68). The countercultural experiments 
of the decade reminded America that there can 
be beauty in dissent, that resistance makes room 
for pleasure, and that the mind can climb moun-
tains and soar to imaginative heights. 
Still, the old reformist Left accepted the 
inevitability of compromising principles and the 
necessity of sacrifice, and it accomplished much, 
while the new Left believed it must remain pure, 
never sell-out to the "dirty rotten system;' and 
it accomplished little. In other words, the old 
Left inspired social hope and civic participa-
tion, while the new Left inspired cynicism and a 
discourse of detachment and disgust. In humani-
ties departments and intellectual culture, this 
cynicism and detachment manifested itself in a 
preoccupation with theoretical description and 
the crafting of esoteric vocabularies. 
One fine spring afternoon in 1989 in a 
Jefferson Hall symposium at the University of 
Virginia, Rorty even directed his message to 
the then reigning king of postmodern theology, 
in this excellent rejoinder: "First: Pascal earned 
himself a footnote in the theology books by dis-
tinguishing between the God of Abraham, Isaac, 
and Jacob and the God of the philosophers. Since 
Pascal's time, the former God has remained about 
the same. But the latter God has gotten weirder 
and weirder .. :' 
Rorty's Massey lectures read with sermonic 
urgency. He pleaded with the Left, or with "pro-
gressives" (as we seem now to prefer) to reckon 
once again with real human misery and to set 
forth clear proposals for social progress-to 
clamber back down from high levels of intellec-
tual abstraction to terra firma, so that discussions 
about tax laws, organizing initiatives, housing 
and immigration policies, political candidates, 
and the like might once again be regarded as cen-
tral to intellectual life (1998, 94). 2 
And like a good preacher, he made three 
points: 
First, he called for a moratorium on theory. 
"Disengagement from practice produces theoret-
ical hallucinations;' he proclaimed (93). 3 
Second, he called scholars and intellectuals 
to rebuild bridges with practitioners and orga-
nizers,_ with workers and policy makers, and with 
the middle class. 
Third, he proposed an initiative called the 
"People's Charter:' Rorty imagined the "People's 
Charter" as revival-like meetings during which 
back-sliding Leftists would repent of their pro-
miscuous and insouciant use of terms like 
"system;' "late capitalism;' "the people;' and the 
"other" and rededicate themselves to the difficult 
work of piecemeal social reform (102). 
Positioning himself in the fellowship of 
critical patriots and progressives-John Dewey, 
Herbert Croly, Walter Rauschenbusch-Rorty 
advanced a pragmatic standard of truth and 
insisted that progress in knowledge and society 
should be about attending to and solving the 
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immediate and specific problems that obstruct 
"ever more novel, ever richer, forms of human 
happiness:' 
I have great admiration for Richard Rorty's 
work. I was fortunate to take his courses dur-
ing my graduate studies at the University of 
Virginia. His lectures were sorely needed in the 
theory-drenched culture of 1980s-era, post-
modern studies. Precisely for this reason, it is 
disappointing to realize that Rorty's altar call for 
the renewed vocation of the engaged scholar was 
How might theologians and 
Christian scholars contribute 
toward the renewal of the 
vocation of the engaged scholar 
and offer resources that sustain 
and nourish its vision? 
finally undermined by the limits of his election 
(a sort of justification by liberal irony alone) and 
a surprising lack of generosity. 
''As the old-fashioned kind of atheist, the 
kind without the slash;' he said in that same 
forum, "I keep wishing that we didn't have any 
theologians:' To be sure, I have often entertained 
the same wish as well. What theologian worth 
reading has not? But Rorty would say the same 
thing of anyone who "went transcendental;' 
theologian or not, anyone who invoked "non-
representational ideas" for talking about justice, 
when far less would have been sufficient (in his 
view) . 
Longing for the day when an expansive hope 
would captivate the hearts and minds of human-
ity, Rorty longed with an even fiercer passion for 
a day when intellectuals, reformers, and organiz-
ers would happily dispense with God. However, 
by blithely ignoring the religious sources of 
moral engagement, he diminished his own best 
pragmatic case for renewing the practices of 
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piecemeal reform and inspiring social hope. 
Let us then ask another question: How might 
theologians and Christian scholars contribute 
toward renewing the vocation of the engaged 
scholar and offer resources that sustain and 
nourish its vision? One way of answering this is 
to address a related question: What motivated 
these venerable old-Left social reformers whom 
Rorty holds up as exemplars, indeed as saviors, 
for our time? 
Bonhoeffer's Journey in America 
These questions are pertinent to a research 
project in which I am currently involved, namely 
a study of Dietrich Bonhoeffer's academic year 
in the United States. The story of Bonhoeffer's 
transformative encounters and experiences in 
America overlaps in intriguing ways with Rorty's 
narrative of the rise and fall of American social 
reform. 
In 1930, the German theologian Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer came to the United States as a vis-
iting student and fellow at Union Theological 
Seminary in New York City. In doing so, unwit-
tingly we might add, he was moving deep into 
the same progressive culture whose demise Rorty 
mourned in Achieving our Country. 
When Bonhoeffer arrived in Manhattan, he 
was a straight-arrow academic whose star was 
rising, a twenty-four-year-old Privatdozent at 
the University of Berlin, who had written two 
doctoral dissertations and completed a rigorous 
training in classical German philosophy, church 
history, Biblical studies, and philosophical theol-
ogy. Bonhoeffer had little respect for, and quite 
frankly little interest in, American intellectual 
and religious life. His sights were set on a life-
time of academic accomplishments and the rich 
rewards of the guild. 
Bonhoeffer complained shortly after arrival 
that the seminary had "forgotten what Christian 
theology in its very essence stands for" (1931, 
310). He complained that " . .. the principal doc-
trines of dogmatics are in utter disarray" (308). 
In America it would appear that it is possible to 
enter the ministry without having a clue what one 
believes or without really believing anything at all. 
On one occasion, Bonhoeffer approached 
Reinhold Niebuhr, whose course on religion and 
ethics he took in the fall semester, and asked 
with indignation, "Is this a theological school or 
a training center for politicians?" 
Bonhoeffer was further dismayed when his 
new classmates giggled in response to his pres en-
tation on Martin Luther's On the Bondage of the 
Will. 
But when Bonhoeffer left America ten 
months later, he left with a transformed perspec-
tive on social engagement, faith, and historical 
responsibility. "It is the problem of concreteness 
in our ministry that at present so occupies me:' 
he wrote in his notes upon his return to Berlin 
(quoted in Bethge 2000, 183). This from the 
same young scholar who had less than a year ear-
lier found American pragmatism an offense to 
Germanic precision. 
He began to lay aside his professional ambi-
tions, to get involved in urban social ministries 
in Berlin, to fall in love with the Bible. 
"Something had happened;' Bethge wrote in 
his 1967 biography. 
What happened? 
I think that despite the hand-wringing 
over Protestant liberalism American-style, 
Bonhoeffer's studies, encounters, and travels in 
America introduced him to a greater cloud of wit-
nesses, inspired an enfleshment of the concepts 
he had formulated so precisely in his disserta-
tions and academic writings-a community for 
others, "Christus als Gemeinde existierend" -and 
provided relief from the melancholy of north-
German Lutheranism. 
Since Reinhold Niebuhr's arrival at Union 
in 1928, a cadre of progressive social reform-
ers, many core members and future leaders of 
the old Left, had turned to him for support, and 
time and again, Niebuhr offered it graciously. In 
his marvelous book, Against the Grain: Southern 
Radicals and Prophets, 1929-1959, Anthony 
Dunbar writes that "without [Niebuhr's] inspi-
ration and practical assistance these movements 
might not have existed or succeeded to the extent 
that they did" (1981, 41). Niebuhr's encouraging 
presence as well as his organizing and fundrais-
ing expertise are pervasive in the letters and 
exchanges of the intentional communities and 
progressive congregational initiatives that arose 
and flourished in this remarkably fertile period 
of American social theology. 
In fact, most of the men and women 
comprising the old reformist, put-your-hand-to-
the-plow Left, worked steadfastly in the tradition 
of the Social Gospel. Clarence Jordan, one of the 
founders of the Koinonia Farm in Americus, 
Georgia (which later launched the organization 
Habitat for Humanity), described the mission 
of the interracial cooperative on four hundred 
forlorn acres in southwest Georgia, as "a demon-
stration plot for the Kingdom." 
To be sure, Niebuhr's emerging "Christian 
realist" views were beginning to call into question 
the idealism and utopianism of the Social Gospel. 
He was at · work on Moral Man and Immoral 
Society. But it speaks to his big-heartedness and 
wisdom that even as he was rejecting the opti-
mistic view that an age of perpetual peace was 
arriving, he affirmed the socially transformative 
energies of the Social Gospel, encouraged inno-
vations in organizing and community building, 
and did not discourage utopianism at the ground 
level, the utopianism that often inspires creative 
solutions to concrete problems. 
Bonhoeffer also encountered the American 
organizing tradition in his studies with other 
influential, if now largely forgotten, teachers 
at Union and through first-hand participation 
in their classes in local church-based organiz-
ing. (For more about these teachers, see: David 
Nelson Duke's In the Trenches with Jesus and 
Marx: Harry F Ward and the Struggle for Social 
Justice and Frank Adams's ]ames A. Dombrowski: 
An American Heretic, 1897-1983 for further 
reading.) 
Charles C. Webber was a pastor, organizer, 
professor of practical theology at Union, and 
author of the book A History of the Development 
of Social Education in the United Neighborhood 
Houses of New York. Later in the 1950s and 
1960s, he served as the National AFL-CIO 
Representative and the Industrial Secretary for 
the Fellowship of Reconciliation. 
Bonhoeffer took Webber's course, "Church 
and Community;' in the fall semester of 1930. 
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The course resembled what we now sometimes 
call a "service-learning experience;' though it was 
much more than that. Webber used the course to 
introduce seminarians to the lived theologies of 
a city in the throes of economic distress, one year 
into the Great Depression, and to the impressive 
displays of social ministries flourishing in New 
York City. He arranged "site visits" for the class 
and-Bonhoeffer could hardly believe his eyes 
having been educated in an academic culture 
in which professors remain largely imperious in 
their dealings with students-accompanied the 
in selective buying campaigns and public policy, 
drawing on models and insights gleaned from 
the Southern Tenants Farmworkers Union and 
the Delta Cooperative. 
The class also met with officials from the 
American Civil Liberties Union, the nation's 
premier defender of civil liberties, which after 
its founding in 1920 had focused heavily on the 
rights of conscientious objectors and the protec-
tion of resident aliens from deportation. When 
Bonhoeffer returned to Berlin in the summer of 
1931, he told one of his brothers that Germany 
would need an ACLU of its own (Bethge 
2000, 162). Through his field work with 
The circle of Christian social reformers into 
Charles Webber, this nearly forgotten pro-
fessor of practical theology, Bonhoeffer 
which Bonhoeffer moved at Union included found a pathway from the theological 
classroom to the concrete social situation, 
numerous students who would disperse 
into urban centers and isolated rural areas 
and many of the phrases of progressive 
American social theology began to pep-
per his sermons, writings, and letters 
("Christian Socialism;' Time, 11 May 1931; 
von Hase, 597). as pioneers of faith-based economic justice 
and racial equality programs. 
seminarians as they journeyed from the Union 
quadrangle to take part in organizing initiatives 
based in New York churches and synagogues. 
"In connection with a course of Mr. Webber's;' 
Bonhoeffer wrote, "I paid a visit almost every 
week to one of these character-building agen-
cies: settlements, Y.M.C.A., home missions, 
co-operative houses, playgrounds, children's 
courts, night schools, socialists schools, asylums, 
youth organizations, Association for advance 
of coloured people.... It is immensely impres-
sive to see how much personal self-sacrifice is 
achieved, with how much devotion, energy and 
sense of responsibility the work is done" (cited in 
Bosanquet 1968, 84). 
The students visited the National Women's 
Trade Union League and the Workers Education 
Bureau of America; discussed "labor problems, 
restriction of profits, civil rights, juvenile crime, 
and the activity of the churches in these fields" 
(Bethge 2000, 162);4 studied the role of churches 
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The circle of Christian social reform-
ers into which Bonhoeffer moved at Union 
included numerous students who would 
disperse into urban centers and isolated 
rural areas as pioneers of faith-based economic 
justice and racial equality programs: the activist-
pastors John King Gordon, William Klein, and 
Gaylord White, James Dombrowski, and Myles 
Horton . 
James Dombrowski is a particularly inter-
esting character. Long after his time at Union, 
Bonhoeffer inquired in his letters of Dombrowski 
and his other American friends from New York. 
Dombrowski was a Methodist minister 
born in Florida who, after finishing his degree 
in divinity at Union, wrote a doctoral disserta-
tion at Columbia University on "The Early Days 
of Christian Socialism in America" (see: Adams 
1992 and Dombrowski 1936) . He chose a career 
in organizing over academe and in 1934 estab-
lished the Conference of Younger Churchmen 
of the South. From 1942- 1946 he served as the 
executive director of the Southern Conference 
for Human Welfare, and in his role as executive 
director of the Southern Conference Educational 
Fund (1946-66) edited the progressive Southern 
Patriot and worked behind the scenes with many 
of the key players in the 1956 Montgomery Bus 
Boycott. Dombrowski was a vital member of 
a remarkable (and sadly vanished if not van-
quished) generation of southern progressives 
whose organizing and educational efforts pre-
pared the ground for the civil rights movement 
of the 1950s and 1960s. Among this company of 
southern dissidents, we should also remember 
Howard "Buck" Kester, Sherwood Eddy, Lillian 
Smith, Jessie Daniel Ames, Lucy Randolph 
Macon, and Myles Horton, who became, against 
all odds, one of Bonhoeffer's closest friends at 
Union. 
Let us also praise a country boy born from 
the riverboat town of Savannah, Tennessee for 
his contributions to the old reformist Left. Myles 
Horton most surely represented a type of theo-
logical student inconceivable to Bonhoeffer 
before his year in America. Horton grew up in 
southern rural poverty of the sort documented 
by James Agee and Walker Evans in their land-
mark volume, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men 
(1941). He was educated at Cumberland College 
(a school set up for poor whites in Appalachia) 
and spent many of his student summers work-
ing at vacation Bible schools in the mountains 
of east Tennessee. He said later in an interview 
that the only reason he was admitted to Union 
Theological Seminary was because the seminary 
was looking for a "token hillbilly:' 
In the 1930s and 1940s, the Highlander 
Folk School emerged as one of the most impor-
tant training centers in these golden years of 
progressive Protestant social activism, equip-
ping southern workers with skills for labor 
organizing and helping launch the Congress of 
Industrial Organizations (CIO). In the 1950s, the 
Highlander Folk School under Myles Horton's 
direction turned its attention from labor to the 
burgeoning civil rights movement and helped 
train such church-based organizers as Rosa 
Parks, Ella Baker, and Martin Luther King Jr. 
The scholar Clifford Green notes that these 
representatives of the American organizing tra-
dition "were probably some of the most radical 
Christians with whom Bonhoeffer ever asso-
dated-and they were radicals not only in 
theory .... They worked on urban and rural pov-
erty, on racial justice and civil rights, on union 
organizing, on peacemaking, and at the United 
Nations" (2008, 34). 
And we must not forget Bonhoeffer's intense 
six-month immersion in the African-American 
church, prompted by Franklin Fisher, the son of 
a Baptist minister in Birmingham, Alabama, who 
one Sunday invited the young German scholar 
to worship with him at the Abyssinian Baptist 
Church. In time, Bonhoeffer, in his fine tai-
lored suits and silk ties, began teaching a Sunday 
school class for boys and a Wednesday-evening 
Women's Bible Study. On at least one occasion, 
he preached in the pulpit of the esteemed Adam 
Clayton Powell Sr. 
Bonhoeffer's presence at Abyssinian in 
1930-1931 coincided with significant transfor-
mations in Powell's understanding of himself 
as a minister in an urban parish. As the Great 
Depression swept over his Harlem parish, Powell 
was inspired to new convictions as a pastor and 
citizen. In his memoir Upon This Rock, he said he 
thought of Jesus no longer as powerful but inac-
cessible, as a purely transcendent symbol, but as 
a man who wandered the streets of Harlem, who 
shared the struggles of the poor and distressed 
as friend and counselor; as a person who lived 
for others amidst worldly joys and sorrows in the 
polyphony of life (1949, 42). And Powell invited 
the young German theologian into the full life of 
the community. 
BackinBerlinin thefallofl931, as I mentioned 
above, Bonhoeffer fell in love with the Bible and 
embraced a rich devotional life, often animated by 
African-American spirituals and gospel stan-
dards. He organized spiritual retreats at his hut 
in the forest near Brenau, and he encouraged his 
students to read Scripture with an openness to 
God's voice and attention to the outcast and the 
reviled. He was drawn into an intimate reading 
of the Sermon on the Mount, the most radical 
of the teachings in the Gospel narratives, and at 
the same time affirmed the importance of the 
Christian religion's rootedness in Judaism and 
the Hebrew Bible. Bonhoeffer was now moving 
in response to a new understanding of faith, and, 
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as we know, he would only come to speak more 
passionately of communities of "obedience and 
prayer;' of costly grace, of the cost of discipleship, 
of disciplines that bring "purification, clarifica-
tion and concentration upon the essential thing;' 
and of responsible action "in a world come of 
age" (Bethge 2000, 203). The year inspired-as 
he put it-a "turning from the phraseological to 
the real:' 
Bonhoeffer had moved directly into the heart 
of Rorty's venerable old Left, the vanquished 
generation of scholars and intellectuals commit-
Rorty's old venerable Left 
was mostly people by radical 
Christians, Jesus-haunted 
idealists, Bible-thumping 
organizers. By theologians! 
ted to piecemeal social reform: into the tenement 
ministries of New York, into the Deep South 
weeks after the Scottsboro boys went to trial, 
into a six-month immersion in the black church. 
He engaged the National Women's Trade Union 
League and the Workers Education Bureau of 
America. He wrote notes on the labor movement, 
poverty, homelessness, crime, and the social mis-
sion of the churches. He met with officials from 
the American Civil Liberties Union. And guess 
what? Rorty's old venerable Left was mostly 
peopled by radical Christians, Jesus-haunted 
idealists, Bible-thumping organizers. By theolo-
gians! 
It is true that in the closing decade of the 
nineteenth century one heard frequent com-
plaints within the ranks of the labor movement 
about the church's lack of involvement. In 1892, 
Terence Powderly, for example, a member of 
the Knights of Labor, said, "You can count on 
the ends of your fingers all the clergymen who 
take any interest in the labor problem" (cited 
in Bingham 1961, 135). But that same year, 
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Walter Rauschenbusch (who was Richard Rorty's 
maternal grandfather) led a group of Protestant 
ministers and theologians to pledge their alle-
giances to the "practical realization in the world" 
of the Kingdom of God, to "the marching hosts 
oflabor" (Bingham 1961, 135). 
By the 1930s, social activism in America 
and especially the progressive experiments in 
agricultural cooperatives and labor organiz-
ing in the South was saturated with theological 
conviction. The radical Christians who com-
prised the Southern Tenants Farmworkers 
Union, the Fellowship of Southern Churchmen, 
the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, 
the Highlander Folk School, the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation, as well as labor organizing cam-
paigns and agricultural cooperatives all spoke 
passionately of justice for workers, the revolt of 
the rednecks, "land for the landless;' "full and 
decent employment;' the holding in common of 
"all natural resources and all scientific processes;' 
and "the liberation of all workers from enslave-
ment to the machine" (Dunbar 1981, 258). 
These men and women cared for the poor and 
oppressed through a broad range of initiatives in 
community and union organizing as well as in 
educational reform. They used the power of testi-
monial and narrative to educate the nation about 
poverty, presenting heartbreaking portraits of 
day-laborers who "swelled the ranks of the dis-
possessed;' squeezed out by the large plantations, 
insurance companies, and banks; of homeless 
families combing the South for a decent living, 
adrift "on the rivers in flat boats, in the coves, 
swamps and on the barren hillsides, a great mass 
of wanderers, without homes, food or work, half 
clothed, sick of body and soul, unwanted and 
unloved in the Kingdom of King Cotton:' (Kester 
1936, 26). "We were trying to call attention to the 
implications of the Christian faith for all human-
ity;' Howard Kester said. "Nothing made any 
difference to us but human need, that was the 
measure, and you went because people were in 
need, it didn't matter who they were, or where 
or how they lived" (quoted in Egerton 1970, 86). 
By 1932, Bonhoeffer had begun working as a 
student chaplain in a working-class area of Berlin, 
where he created a youth club for the children of 
unemployed factory workers. By the end of April 
1933, he had made his first public defense of the 
Jews and condemnation of the Aryan Clause 
when he told a group of Protestant theologians 
in Dahlem that, in response to the rising specter 
of German anti-Semitism, the Christian church 
was compelled not simply to bandage the victims 
under the wheel, but to break the wheel itself. 
From 1933 until 1939, Bonhoeffer led protests 
against Hitler in the form of ecclesial opposition, 
but after his second visit to America, a six-week-
long dark night of the soul in the summer of 
1939, he lived as an enemy of the state with a 
willingness to offer his life for the struggle. 
In 1942, on the last Christmas before he was 
arrested by the Gestapo, Bonhoeffer wrote an 
essay to his pastoral colleagues, his family and 
friends, his fellow dissenters and conspirators, in 
which he tried to make sense of the tumultuous 
ten years of the resistance and conspiracy. 
He said he had learned "to see the great events 
of world history from below, from the perspec-
tive of the outcasts, the suspects, the maltreated, 
the powerless, the oppressed and reviled, in short 
from the perspective of the suffering:' 
He said, "We have been silent witnesses 
of evil deeds. Experience has rendered us sus-
picious of human beings, and often we have 
failed to speak to them a true and open word. 
Unbearable conflicts have worn us down or even 
made us cynical:' 
Then he asked, "Are we still of any use?" His 
answer harkened back to the engaged scholars 
he had encountered in America, whose turning 
to the real had proved transformative in his own 
"journey to reality:' 
If we are still of any use, Bonhoeffer wrote at 
Christmastime 1942, it is because of a need not 
for "geniuses, cynics, people who have contempt 
for others, or cunning tacticians;' but for "sim-
ple, uncomplicated, and honest human beings." 
We must "find our way back to simplicity and 
honesty" (1942, 52). 
The Vocation of the Scholar 
Let's go back to the opening scene in Zabriskie 
Point. And, in closing, let us ask briefly what hap-
pened there. Rorty's fine-and in so many ways 
instructive-narrative notwithstanding, it is 
clear from a close look at the historical record 
that the decline of a movement that began in 
the South in the 1950s and dissipated in the late 
1960s stemmed precisely from its renunciation 
of the theological convictions that had animated 
and for a while sustained it. Clarence Jordan 
always preferred the phrase "God Movement" to 
describe the peaceable reign of God, the "hidden 
meaning" of all movements for liberation and rec-
onciliation, the hidden meaning which "brings 
us together for these days as strangers and yet as 
friends" (as the theologian Karl Barth wrote in 
a different context in 1919 [1978], 274). Beloved 
community is indeed not self-generating; behind 
it stands the event and the power by which it lives 
and is nourished. 
Thomas Merton once described the civil 
rights movement as the greatest example of 
Christian faith in action in the social history of 
the United States (1968, 131). If this is true, and 
I think it is, then it bears emphasizing that the 
logic of the dream was theologically specific: 
beloved community is the realization of God's 
love in lived social relation. Fred Shuttlesworth 
told us he found strength in "the everlasting arms 
of Jesus:' The dream exploded from the auda-
cious hope that God was in Christ reconciling 
the world to Godself, breaking down the walls of 
separation. 
In the "God-movement;' "community build-
ing;' piecemeal social reform, social hope, and 
progress found their ground and nourishment 
in the disciplines and practices of gratitude, for-
giveness, and reconciliation. 
Are we still of any use? 
Once in an interview, a kindly minister who 
had been recalling to me his years as a staff mem-
ber of the National Council of Churches and his 
role in the 1965 March on Selma, paused and 
said, "You know, your generation is a bunch of 
wimps:' The least that I could do for him was to 
ask a few hard questions about my own voca-
tion as a scholar and teacher and somehow try to 
make the connection back to life. 
To speak of the audacious hope of the 
engaged scholar (in this context) is to com-
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mit ourselves to sober judgment and forthright 
speech. Merton wrote in his 1968 book, Violence 
and Faith, "The Church has an obligation not to 
join in the incantation of political slogans and 
in the concoction of pseudo-events, but to cut 
clear through the deviousness and ambiguity of 
both slogans and events by her simplicity and her 
love." Engaged scholarship is a faithful standing 
in the place where we are, a prayerful openness 
and discerning attention to the story of God 
told in creation and history. But it is more than 
a faithful standing in place; engaged scholarship 
lives under the storied communication of God's 
will for humanity; Jesus Christ born in a manger 
for there was no room for him in the inn. Hope 
is neither an ironic pose nor a rhetorical strategy 
but a lived response to an ontological fact. It is 
(as Karl Barth said in an early address) to take 
the whole situation upon us in gratitude to God, 
and with audacity tempered by love to enter into 
the movement of the era (Barth 294) . • 
Charles Marsh is Professor of Religious 
Studies and Director of The Project on Lived 
Theology at the University of Virginia. 
Notes 
l. Rorty based this point on Todd Gitlin's analysis in 
The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage (1987). Rorty 
insists that the reformist Left is better remembered by 
such Progressive Era thinkers and public intellectuals 
as John Dewey and Herbert Croly. Croly had lamented 
the "equivocal foundation" on which any nation in 
the world rests "so long as the great majority of the 
poor in any country are inert and are laboring with-
out any hope in this world:' And he gave voice to a 
distinctively American socialism-"a more highly 
socialized democracy" -based on Christian prin-
ciples of shared wealth in which public life, as Croly 
wrote in his book Progressive Democracy (1915), "like 
the faith of St. Paul, finds its consummation in a love 
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which .. . [is] a spiritual expression of the mystical unity 
of human love:' These progressive intellectuals would 
also include members of the Social Gospel movement, 
Rorty's maternal grandfather, the Baptist theologian 
Walter Rauschenbusch, and the Wisconsin economist 
and theologian, Richard Ely, whose book Social Aspects 
of Christianity (1880) argued that industrial capital-
ism had produced the "farthest and deepest reaching 
crisis known to human history." Rauschenbusch, like 
his allies Croly and Ely, preached tirelessly against the 
"servants of Mammon;' who "drain their fellow men 
for gain" and "who have cloaked their extortion with 
the gospel of Christ:' 
2. Herbert Marcuse made a similar argument in his 
influential 1964 book, One Dimensional Man. "In the 
absence of demonstrable agents and agencies of social 
change, the critique is thrown back to a high level of 
abstraction. There is no ground on which theory and 
practice, thought and action meet" (xliv). 
3. Rorty says, "Even though what these authors 'the-
orize' is often something very concrete and near at 
hand-a current TV show, a media celebrity, a recent 
scandal-they offer the most abstract and barren expla-
nations imaginable" (1998, 93). 
4. It is not clear whether Bonhoeffer knew of the 
Fellowship of Reconciliation (FOR) until coming to 
the United States, even though the peace organization 
was founded in 1914 at a railroad station in Germany 
when an English Quaker named Henry Hodgkin 
and the German Lutheran social reformer Friedrich 
Sigmund-Schultze pledged to partner in peace-mak-
ing even though the two countries were at war. Out 
of this pledge Christians gathered in Cambridge, 
England in December 1914 to found the Fellowship of 
Reconciliation. The FOR-USA was founded one year 
later, in 1915. 
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The Terrible Pangs of Compromise 
Racial Reconciliation in African-American Literature 
Trudier Harris 
RECONCILIATION. WHAT DOES THAT WORD mean? Ostensibly, the word makes us think immediately of something good. It usually 
means that folks who have dramatic differences 
have come together in some sense of understand-
ing and willingness to see each other's points of 
view. It means that a stalemate has ended, disparate 
voices are heard, and the future seems less tangled 
than it did before the newly forged agreement. It 
could mean that a husband who was vehemently 
opposed to his wife's choice of a university for their 
high-school youngster now sees the value of the 
choice she has put forth. It may mean that a group 
of stu.dents occupying a university president's office 
now see that the path they thought would change 
the university's pattern of financial investment 
really won't do so, and they now have to listen to 
the older and wiser president. Reconciliation sug-
gests that persons at odds are now mutually willing 
to move forward and that neither feels as if she or 
he has lost substantially in the process. 
This enlightened understanding of the word 
changes drastically however when we use the 
word "racial" to describe reconciliation. The stakes 
become higher, the level of antagonism rises. 
History weighs down heavily upon us, for here in 
the United States, we cannot contemplate "racial" 
without its accompanying connotations of "black" 
and "white:' and those categories are so emotion-
ally charged that it sometimes seems as if we must 
wade through quicksand to achieve any result at 
all. Racial reconciliation presupposes a peaceful-
ness that is hard to envision, an understanding that 
most people would rather elide than work through. 
Perhaps it means more silence than discussion, 
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more ignoring of problems than willful determina-
tion to examine and resolve issues. 
And what if we introduce the word "compro-
mise"? What is the difference between compromise 
and reconciliation? If we spread compromise across 
black and white racial lines, what are the expecta-
tions for outcomes? The word compromise, unlike 
the healthier sounding "reconciliation:' rings with 
inequity, not leveling. While in the earlier example, 
the wife and the husband may be content with rec-
onciliation, and the reconciled president and the 
students may retain mutual respect for each other 
and realize that each side has valuable points, com-
promise does not evoke the same connotations. 
United Auto Workers are forced to compromise 
when they accept less than they desired in a new 
contract; they may return to work, but a total sense 
of satisfaction is lacking. Clearly, compromise 
leaves someone unhappy; someone is going to feel 
that he or she lost something that should have been 
his or hers. 
The history of attempts at reaching across black 
and white racial lines in African-American liter-
ary representation is a history of compromise that 
might sometimes-though rarely-approximate 
reconciliation. Interactions are so troubled and 
painful that they more frequently result in abor-
tion than in healthy deliveries. From Charles W 
Chesnutt in the 1890s to Sherley Anne Williams 
and Ernest J. Gaines in the late twentieth century, 
African-American writers have explored the vari-
ous situations in which blacks and whites encounter 
each other in ways that end more often in violence 
than in renewed understanding. Occasionally, the 
violence can lead to renewed understanding, but 
not without substantial cost, and that cost is paid 
on a more regular basis by black characters than 
by white characters. Loss of life through lynch-
ing, burning, or shooting, loss of livelihood, and 
forced escapes are the usual outcomes of encoun-
ters between blacks and whites when troubled 
circumstances dominate their encounters. There 
are glimpses of hope, but those glimpses come with 
a steep, steep price. 
Counting the Losses 
Consider Charles W Chesnutt's The Marrow 
of Tradition (1901). The novel is based on the 1898 
race riots in Wilmington, North Carolina, during 
which an estimated two hundred black Americans 
lost their lives. The disturbance resulted from the 
efforts of white supremacists to drive blacks from 
public political life, and it was exacerbated by the 
fiery editorials a black newspaperman wrote in spite 
of white opposition to his comments. Chesnutt 
dramatizes the events by using a prominent white 
family, the Caterets, and a black doctor and his 
family, the Millers, as protagonists. The actions of 
a host of other characters make clear that race rela-
tions are a keg of dynamite ready to explode. That 
potential explosion is pushed even closer to realiza-
tion when Chesnutt reveals that white Mrs. Cateret 
and the legally black Mrs. Miller are really sisters. 
The almost black sister, Janet, has hoped for years 
that her white sister, Olivia, will recognize her, but 
custom and tradition demand otherwise. Olivia is 
insulted by Janet's very existence and refuses even 
to note her presence. Each woman has a son, and 
each is engaged with the usual concerns of mother-
hood. Their husbands occupy places in the public 
realm, with Major Cateret rubbing elbows with the 
white supremacists, even though he avows that he 
despises them. Dr. William Miller, who experiences 
racism sharply when he tries to open a hospital for 
blacks in the town, nonetheless tries to perform his 
medical duties. Many forces work to bring the two 
families together, including the riot that is directly 
instigated by Major Cateret and his cronies. The 
riot has several tragic consequences: Dr. Miller's 
hospital is burned to the ground; the Miller son, 
who is merely described- namelessly-as a little 
boy of six or seven, is killed by a stray bullet dur-
ing the riot; and the white Carteret son, Theodore 
Felix (nicknamed Dodie), is left choking and slowly 
dying. And who can perform the crucial trache-
otomy that will save him? No one other than Dr. 
Miller, the socially despicable black doctor. Major 
Carteret goes to Dr. Miller's home to request his 
services, only to discover the dead Miller son and 
to be met with a gruff refusal. Thus white Olivia, 
with the urgency of a mother's love, comes to the 
Miller home and begs Dr. Miller to use his skill to 
save her son (even though he has been turned away 
from the Carteret home once before when a famous 
doctor was in town to illustrate a new procedure). 
He refuses by responding: 
"Madam, ... my heart is broken. My people 
lie dead upon the streets, at the hands of 
yours. The work of my life is in ashes,-
and, yonder, stretched out in death, lies my 
own child! God! woman, you ask too much 
of human nature! Love, duty, sorrow, jus-
tice, call me here. I cannot go!" (Chesnutt 
324) 
Then, Miller has an inspiration. He will leave 
the decision up to his wife Janet. So white Olivia 
Carteret has to go into the room where the name-
less little black boy lies dead and ask his mother, 
her almost black sister Janet, to allow her husband 
William to save the little white Dodie. The encoun-
ter is worth quoting at length. 
The two women stood confronting 
each other across the body of the dead 
child, mute witness of this first meet-
ing between two children of the same 
father. Standing thus face to face, each 
under the stress of the deepest emotions, 
the resemblance between them was even 
more striking than it had seemed to Miller 
when he had admitted Mrs. Carteret to the 
house. But Death, the great leveler, strik-
ing upon the one hand and threatening 
upon the other, had wrought a marvelous 
transformation in the bearing of the two 
women. The sad-eyed Janet towered erect, 
with menacing aspect, like an avenging 
goddess. The other, whose pride had been 
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her life, stood in the attitude of a trembling 
supplicant. 
"You have come here:' cried Janet, 
pointing with a tragic gesture to the dead 
child, -you, to gloat over your husband's 
work. All my life you have hated and 
scorned and despised me. Your presence 
here insults me and my dead. What are you 
doing here?'' 
"Mrs. Miller;' returned Mrs. Carteret 
tremulously, dazed for a moment by this 
outburst, and clasping her hands with an 
imploring gesture, "my child, my only 
child, is dying, and your husband alone 
can save his life. Ah, let me have my child;' 
she moaned, heartrendingly. "It is my only 
one-my sweet child-my ewe lamb!" 
"This was my only child!" replied the 
other mother; "and yours is no better to 
die than mine!'"You are young;' said Mrs. 
Carteret, "and may yet have many chil-
dren,-this is my only hope! If you have 
a human heart, tell your husband to come 
with me. He leaves it to you; he will do as 
you command:' 
"Ah;' cried Janet, "I have a human 
heart, and therefore I will not let him go. 
My child is dead-0 God, my child, my 
child!" 
She threw herself down by the bedside, 
sobbing hysterically .... 
"Listen-sister:' returned Mrs. 
Carteret. Was there no way to move this 
woman? Her child lay dying, if he were not 
dead already. She would tell everything, 
and leave the rest to God. If it would save 
her child, she would shrink at no sacri-
fice. Whether the truth would still further 
incense Janet, or move her to mercy, she 
could not tell; she would leave the issue to 
God. 
"Listen, sister!" she said. "I have a con-
fession to make. You are my lawful sister. 
My father was married to your mother. 
You are entitled to his name, and to half his 
estate:' 
Janet's eyes flashed with bitter scorn. 
"And you have robbed me all these 
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years, and now tell me that as a reason why 
I should forgive the murder of my child?" 
"No, no!" cried the other wildly, fear-
ing the worst. "I have known of it only a 
few weeks-since my Aunt Polly's death. I 
had not meant to rob you,-I had meant 
to make restitution. Sister! for our father's 
sake, who did you no wrong, give me my 
child's life!" 
Janet's eyes slowly filled with tears-
bitter tears-burning tears.... Janet had 
obtained her heart's desire, and now that 
it was at her lips, found it but apples of 
Sodom, filled with dust and ashes! 
"Listen!" she cried, dashing her tears 
aside. "I have but one word for you,-one 
last word, -and then I hope never to see 
your face again! My mother died of want, 
and I was brought up by the hand of char-
ity. Now, when I have married a man who 
can supply my needs, you offer me back 
the money which you and your friends 
have robbed me of! You imagined that the 
shame of being a negro swallowed up every 
other ignominy,-and in your eyes I am a 
negro, though I am your sister, and you are 
white, and people have taken me for you 
on the streets-and you, therefore, left me 
nameless all my life! Now, when an honest 
man has given me a name of which I can be 
proud, you offer me the one of which you 
robbed me, and of which I can make no 
use. For twenty-five years, I, poor, despica-
ble fool, would have kissed your feet for a 
word, a nod, a smile. Now, when this tardy 
recognition comes, for which I have waited 
so long, it is tainted with fraud and crime 
and blood, and I must pay for it with my 
child's life!. .. I throw you back your father's 
name, your father's wealth, your sisterly 
recognition. I want none of them,--they 
are bought too dear! ah, God, they are 
bought too dear! But that you may know 
that a woman may be foully wronged, and 
yet may have a heart to feel, even for one 
who has injured her, you may have your 
child's life, if my husband can save it! Will;' 
she said, throwing open the door into the 
next room, "go with her!" (325-326, 327, 
328,329) 
Finally, legally black Janet gets what she wants-
social, public recognition of their biological 
connection from her white sister Olivia. But what 
a soul-scarring price she pays for this recognition. 
Her situation is the epitome of compromise, not 
reconciliation, for her loss is substantial, and the 
inequity is monumental. However, Chesnutt writes 
the ending of the narrative in the vein of reconcili-
ation, for it is a seemingly hopeful note on which 
the novel ends. Olivia maintains that Janet has not 
meant all the ugly things she had said and vows · 
that she and Janet will meet again to work out their 
sisterly issues. More important to the moment, Dr. 
Miller accompanies Olivia Carteret into the night, 
even steadying her when her emotions lead her 
to falter on the way back to her own house. They 
arrive with "time enough" to save little Dodie, "but 
none to spare" (329). If blacks and white can agree 
to work together at the level of basic human need, 
that is, saving the life of an innocent child-even 
as another innocent child lies dead, then perhaps 
there is hope for the future. Noteworthy here is 
the moral high ground that the persons of African 
descent are expected to take in the situation. They 
have been dreadfully wronged, but they are called 
upon to transcend their losses, forgive, and move 
on to future possibility, whatever that future pos-
sibility might portend. 
It is also noteworthy that Olivia Carteret 
refers to her dying son as a "ewe;' but it is truly the 
unnamed Miller son who has become the sacrifi-
cial lamb in this narrative of interracial possibility. 
That space of absence is filled with implied renewed 
commitment to humanity and transracial under-
standing. That possibility, as noted, hinges upon 
inequity and loss, a stance that Chesnutt is com-
mitted to taking to achieve his larger objectives. 
As early as the 1880s, Chesnutt had written in his 
journal that the purpose of his writings was to pre-
pare blacks to reap the full benefits of democracy by 
educating whites about the effects of racism. "The 
object of my writings would be not so much the 
elevation of the colored people as the elevation of 
the whites ... " (quoted in Brodhead 1993, 139). Lest 
we think that Chesnutt wanted to hold blacks back, 
keep in mind how he portrays the deaths of the 
two faithful servants in The Marrow of Tradition, 
Mammy Letlow and her grandson Jerry, who are 
both killed in the riot that Major Carteret has insti-
gated. Mammy Letlow dies as she is desperately 
trying to reach the Carteret household to take care 
of her precious Miss Olivia, and Jerry is shot when 
he is unable to convince rioting whites that he is 
indeed a "good Negro:' 
The times in which Chesnutt wrote and 
published were indeed fragile and unstable for 
African-American progress. New forms of slavery 
Persons of African descent have 
been dreadfully wronged, but they 
are called upon to transcend their 
losses, forgive, and move on to 
future possibility, whatever that 
future possibility might portend. 
such as sharecropping, the convict lease system, and 
peonage were prominent. More lynchings of blacks 
took place in the 1890s than in any other decade of 
American history. Blacks who held political offices 
during Reconstruction had long been run out of their 
positions. The Ku Klux Klan had been founded in 
Tennessee in the late 1860s. The period of Chesnutt's 
creativity, therefore, was, as one scholar labeled it, 
the "nadir" of black/white race relations in America 
(Wonham 1998). Black people had no militant 
champions; leaders such as Booker T. Washington 
were tiptoeing around the ugly racial circumstances 
that surrounded them. Nowhere were there indi-
cations that white people were enthusiastically or 
consistently committed to equality with blacks or 
even to advocating for blacks to be afforded some 
democratic offerings. Chesnutt's task, therefore, of 
convincing his readers that blacks should indeed be 
incorporated into the body politic was a huge one 
to say the least. He worked the options as best he 
could, and those options frequently suggested that 
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blacks needed to compromise much more so than 
whites. "Give a lot to get a little" seemed to be the 
racial philosophy to which Chesnutt and many of 
his contemporaries adhered. 
The Possibility for Gain? 
A few decades after the publication of The 
Marrow of Tradition, Richard Wright appeared 
on the literary scene and quickly earned a repu-
tation as one of the African-American writers to 
watch. He shocked Americans with Native Son, 
The visual image of the groveling 
black mother on her knees before 
the rigidly erect blind white mother 
suggests the distance between races 
and the impossibility of bridging 
that gap in Wright's fictional world. 
published in 1940, his story of black-male violence 
against pristine white femaleness. Although Max, 
the Jewish attorney in that novel, tries to save black 
Bigger Thomas from execution for killing white 
Mary Dalton, there is no point at which the domi-
nant WASP-Americans are willing to consider any 
perception of Bigger other than animalistic. There 
is no room for compromise, let alone reconcilia-
tion. During the scene in which Wright crowds 
Bigger's family, Mary Dalton's family, and the white 
attorneys into Bigger's jail cell, Bigger is tremen-
dously embarrassed when his mother drops to her 
knees to beg the white and blind Mrs. Dalton to 
intercede in an attempt to save Bigger's life. Mrs. 
Dalton, previously painted as sympathetic to 
blacks-at least she encourages the blacks who 
work for her to go to school-merely asserts that 
the matter is out of her hands and there is noth-
ing she can do. The visual image of the groveling 
black mother on her knees before the rigidly erect 
blind white mother suggests the distance between 
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races and the impossibility of bridging that gap in 
Wright's fictional world. 
Before Wright published Native Son, however, 
he published "Fire and Cloud:' one of the short sto-
ries in Uncle Tom's Children (1938). Set in a small 
southern town, the story centers upon Reverend 
Taylor, the leader of a small and, at times, cantan-
kerous black flock; a white mayor, a chief of police, 
and other local white citizens who dictate Reverend 
Taylor's actions; a couple of Communists (one black 
and one white) who are encouraging Reverend 
Taylor to lead a march against current discrimina-
tory practices in the distribution of government 
food aid; and Reverend Taylor's militant son and 
his equally militant friends. The action coalesces 
on the night that all of these parties come to the 
parsonage to try to influence Reverend Taylor. 
The Reverend and his wife play a shuffling game 
in an effort to keep the mayor and his party and 
the Communists from encountering each other. 
Meanwhile, the intractable Deacon Smith, who 
wants Reverend Taylor out of the church, has called 
a meeting that very evening to try to achieve that 
result. Verbal and emotional turmoil reign before 
a group of whites kidnaps Reverend Taylor, takes 
him out into the woods, and beats him severely 
with a bullwhip. Instead of turning him against 
the idea of marching, the beating stiffens Reverend 
Taylor's resolve. Attended by his son and wife once 
he wends his way home from the beating, Reverend 
Taylor works between reassuring his faltering 
wife and controlling his angry son. He also learns 
that several members of his congregation, along 
with the Communists, have been beaten as well. 
Reverend Taylor concludes that the only way he 
and his parishioners will be heard is for him to lead 
the march the next day. 
It is easy to picture the scene: frightened white 
townspeople occupying one space, frightened 
policemen in another, and the combined march 
of the poor-black and white-led by Reverend 
Taylor, in yet another. Faced with this mass of 
humanity, the mayor decides to negotiate. He sends 
someone to ask Reverend Taylor to come meet with 
him. Reverend Taylor refuses, indicating that the 
mayor must come to him, which the mayor does. 
He then requests that Reverend Taylor inform the 
people that food will be forthcoming if the people 
will return to their homes. "Yuh tell em, yo Honah!" 
(179), Reverend Taylor insists, and the story ends 
with the mayor mounting a podium and Reverend 
Taylor's asserting: "Freedom belongs t the strong!" 
(180). 
In any place but the Depression-era South, this 
story might seem plausible. Unfortunately, Wright 
must superimpose a vision of impoverished whites 
and blacks coming together for a common purpose, 
one as basic as acquiring food. As we know from 
the history of the Southern Tenant Farmers Union, 
even the poorest of poor whites supported the 
black/white racial divide. They were not willing to 
recognize a common condition with blacks against 
landed white oppressors; instead, they held to their 
prejudices against blacks. Fictionally, however, 
Wright can achieve what history did not. Although 
the story focuses more on Reverend Taylor and the 
blacks, whites join the march as it nears town. Both 
groups are hungry, and both conclude that working 
together will achieve a faster and more satisfying 
result than working alone. Reverend Taylor learns 
that there is power in "the people;' strength in num-
bers and resolve. And in this case, it works. The 
mayor quickly realizes that compromise is the only 
· way he can prevent these hungry people-black 
and white-from tearing this town apart. 
But how has that effect been achieved? 
Throughout his life, Reverend Taylor has been a 
yes-man, a bowing and scraping Uncle Tom who 
has not dared to buck the will of the mayor and 
his colleagues. He has sacrificed dignity for a mea-
sure of peaceful coexistence. What he has learned, 
however, is that self-deprecation, indeed even self-
erasure, has not satisfied the larger white will. That 
will requires no less than complete submission on 
the part of blacks, the renunciation of claims to any 
rights. Reverend Taylor has played that game and 
lost. Now, he and others have had white displeasure 
written upon their very bodies. In addition to loss 
of dignity, they have suffered extreme physical vio-
lation. If the local whites have managed to control 
their minds and their bodies, what else remains? It is 
only through extreme mental degradation together 
with physical violation-the white men make 
Reverend Taylor recite the Lord's Prayer while they 
are whipping him-that Reverend Taylor finally 
reaches the rock bottom from which he can fall no 
further. Having reached that state, he experiences 
a different kind of baptism, a baptism by fire, a fire 
that burns away his fear of whites, his fear of death, 
his fear of disapproval from those among whom he 
works. 
At a glance, the ending of the story suggests 
that the compromise the mayor is willing to effect 
will have long term, and hopefully positive, conse-
quences. But will it? The mayor, for all his power, 
has been forced to negotiate from a position of 
weakness. The size of the crowd frightens him into 
approaching Reverend Taylor, which means that 
his demeanor is a far cry from what it was when he 
visited the parsonage and directed Reverend Taylor 
to control black people in the town. After he makes 
his speech, will the mayor feel resentful for having 
been forced to do so? What of the whites who have 
bullwhipped Reverend Taylor and so many other 
citizens in that one violent evening? Will they just 
fall into place and support the mayor's plan to give 
equal food to everybody, black and white, or will 
they take even more retaliatory measures? It is not 
surprising that Wright ends the story where he 
does, with the declaration that freedom belongs to 
the strong, for, if we write beyond the ending, too 
many questions arise for easy contemplation of a 
world in which black folks and white folks can "just 
get along:' Wright can only affirm the note of pos-
sibility, for neither history nor fiction will suffice 
to suggest true reconciliation between blacks and 
whites of this era. 
A Failure to Communicate 
Wright is the primary contributor to what schol-
ars of African-American literature refer to as the 
protest tradition, that subgenre in African-American 
literature designed to bring about political change in 
the conditions of African Americans by encourag-
ing predominantly white readers to reassess their 
conceptions of blacks. The major black-female voice 
in this tradition is that of Ann Petry, whose novel 
The Street (1946) depicts the exploitative conditions 
under which a single black mother is forced to live 
in New York City. After she published The Street, 
Petry collected her short stories into a volume that 
she published in 1971 as Miss Muriel and Other 
Stories, though many of the stories were written and 
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published in magazines in the 1940s. Petry's "The 
Necessary Knocking on the Door" is a keenly dis-
turbing story involving a black woman and a white 
woman. In only nine pages, Petry succeeds in bring-
ing into sharp focus the impact of racial prejudice 
upon the human psyche. 
Alice Knight, a black woman in attendance at 
the "Annual August Conference on Christianity 
in the Modern World" (245), is awakened in the 
middle of the night by strange sounds. Clearly, 
the sounds are of someone in distress: "there was 
Alice Petry's "The Necessary 
Knocking on the Door" succeeds 
in bringing into sharp focus the 
impact of racial prejudice upon 
the human psyche. 
a sound-a low, agonized moan. It was followed 
by heavy, strangled breathing-breathing that 
gasped and halted and seemed to come almost to a 
stop before it started again. Then the moan-low, 
long, drawn out" (244). Alice gets up to investigate 
and discovers that the sounds are coming from 
the room directly across the hall, which is occu-
pied-according to the conference nameplate on 
the door-by one Mrs. Gib Taylor, a white woman 
from Mississippi. That's the problem. Although 
their attendance at a Christian conference would 
suggest that these women are open-minded, or 
at least sufficiently guided by the principles of 
Christianity to be tolerant of each other, unfortu-
nately that is not the case. At the first breakfast of 
the conference the day before, Mrs. Taylor is forced 
to take the only empty seat at the large table, which 
is next to Alice. When Alice tries to make small 
talk, Mrs. Taylor huffs, then rises, rattling the table 
and silverware as she declares: "'I've never eaten 
with a nigger, and I'm too old to begin now"' (247). 
So much for Christian principles. 
When Alice discovers that the room belongs to 
Mrs. Taylor, the hand she has raised to knock fal-
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ters. She knows that the woman is in distress, but 
she cannot bring herself to knock and possibly be 
insulted again. Conscience almost gets the best of 
her, and she raises her hand to knock again, but 
she withdraws it a second time. Then she considers 
knocking on someone else's door and asking them 
to check on Mrs. Taylor. But she pauses when she 
considers that they will want to know why she has 
not proceeded to inquire after Mrs. Taylor. Time 
passes as she stands rationalizing her inability to 
help a fellow human being. Mrs. Taylor will accuse 
her of breaking in if she knocks, Alice thinks, or 
attempting to steal, or Alice will be insulted again. 
Finally, history, custom, pride, and the recent 
insulting incident lead Alice to return to her bed 
without knocking. Though she labels her action "a 
very great crime" (250), indeed one that is greater 
than Mrs. Taylor's insult to Alice, she nonetheless 
gives in to that "crime:' After a troubled sleep, Alice 
awakens the next morning to commotion outside 
her door. A maid has the news and the last words 
in the story: "'Oh!' the maid said. 'That nice Mis' 
Taylor died in the night. Doctor say if anybody'd 
known about her havin' a heart attack they coulda 
saved her"' (245). Perhaps it is fitting that we don't 
get Alice's reaction, for guilt would arguably cause 
her to follow Mrs. Taylor in death. 
The story is haunting for several reasons. How 
many readers, especially black readers, would not 
have encountered some form of racial prejudice 
in the 1940s? And if they had, could they not in 
194 7 have understood Alice's actions? Prejudice 
is the poison introduced into the Christian con-
ference, and its consequences are the poison that 
immobilizes Alice. A so-called retreat, meaning-
fully called "Rest House:' has not provided rest or 
retreat. The ugly world has intruded into the pris-
tine mountains, and both Alice and Mrs. Taylor are 
its victims. Sharing a meal is such a simple gesture 
of goodwill, but we know that shared meals were 
the setting of much civil rights activity. Caring for 
other human beings should be instinctive, as is the 
case when we see someone drowning and try to 
rescue them, or when we see a child about to be hit 
by a car and push her out of the way. Basic human 
interactions in this story get stifled by stereotypes 
and prejudices, and we are not quite sure where to 
lay the blame. 
Does Mrs. Taylor deserve to die for her prej-
udices? Is it not incumbent upon Alice to save 
a human life in spite of who the person is who 
needs saving? If we echo Chesnutt's call for African 
Americans to assume a higher moral ground, 
should Alice not knock on the door in spite of how 
she may have been or may be treated? Where does 
responsibility lie in and for this situation? Could 
Alice not retreat into the very Christianity that has 
brought her to Rest House and use Jesus' directive 
to love those who despitefully use you to help Mrs. 
Taylor? How do we get out of this dilemma? Clearly, 
the question intrigued Petry, for she does not allow 
Alice an exit. Though Alice may recognize that she 
has committed "a very great crime;' she is not let off 
with only that recognition. Petry allows her to hear 
about what has happened to Mrs. Taylor as a result 
of her inaction. Petry refuses, however, to docu-
ment her reaction to that knowledge. And perhaps 
this is where we as readers enter the story. What 
would we have done? How much do we understand 
Alice's position as opposed to Mrs. Taylor's? How 
much do we sympathize with Mrs. Taylor, even as 
the story is related from Alice's limited perspective? 
It was perhaps disingenuous of Petry to make 
her prejudiced white woman not only a south-
erner, but a Mississippian, thus evoking the most 
rabid connotations of racial intolerance and injus-
tice. Such characterization inadvertently suggests 
that racial disharmony is more prevalent in the 
South, that, indeed, if Mrs. Taylor were north-
ern born, she might have held other views. Petry, 
who was born and raised in Connecticut, may well 
have been guilty of such stereotypical generalizing. 
Nonetheless, the maid who has the last word refers 
to Mrs. Taylor as "that nice Mis' Taylor:' Clearly 
marked with an approximation of black vernacular 
speech, the maid has obviously seen a different side 
of Mrs. Taylor. After all, Mrs. Taylor has been com-
ing to the conference for many years and may even 
have encountered this maid previously. The point 
is that the maid, as a servant-and thus "in her 
place" -has not presumed upon the social graces 
that Mrs. Taylor finds so objectionable with Alice 
sitting at t~e breakfast table. The maid, as her desig-
nation suggests, is responsible for care-giving at the 
hotel. She has had no difficulty with Mrs. Taylor, 
because she is content in her assigned role and 
with her place in the social hierarchy. Mrs. Taylor's 
Mississippi background signals that she is accus-
tomed to the presence of blacks; she simply refuses 
to eat with them. 
This failure to communicate, which results 
in the loss of a life, remains problematic for me. I 
understand Alice's position, but I want her to be 
better than her characterization allows. I want her 
faith to overcome her own prejudice as well as her 
fear of the prejudice of another. The fact of the story, 
however, is that Alice cannot compromise, cannot 
position herself on the potential losing end of an 
encounter with Mrs. Taylor long enough possibly 
to save the woman's life. Alice's refusal to com-
promise, to risk the lesser end of a bargain, makes 
reconciliation impossible. Her adherence to the 
rules and practices of this world has undermined 
her professed faith and belief in God. Thus the 
dual tragedy of the story, for prejudice has essen-
tially taken two lives; no matter where Alice goes 
or what she does, she will never be able to forget or 
overcome what has happened at Rest House. Both 
of these characters, Petry suggests, have failed. Will 
her contemporary readers have learned from them 
and plotted different paths? 
Mutual Respect and Understanding? 
If the literary late nineteenth century has blacks 
suffering extreme losses in their encounters with 
whites and the 1940s picture blacks as too histori-
cally defined to act, where is there hope for racial 
reconciliation in the literature? A few later twenti-
eth century possibilities come to mind. Margaret 
Walker's Jubilee, the first of the neo-slave/freedom 
narratives, was published in 1966. It is set in the 
years surrounding the beginning and the ending of 
the Civil War. The protagonist, Vyry Brown, who is 
the unacknowledged daughter of her master, finds it 
in her heart to forgive all the transgressions against 
her and even remains on the plantation caring for 
her white sister after other members of her family 
are killed or die. Vyry is a model of long suffering, 
constantly forgiving of all who trespass against her, 
and ultimately reconciled to the life she and her 
fan1ily carve out in a prejudiced community fol-
lowing the Civil War. She earns value because she 
is a midwife; because whites need her, they resolve 
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to protect her and her family against whites who 
do not value her presence. The novel ends on a 
note that is very hopeful about the possibility of 
reconciliation and positive racial interactions. 
Noticeably, though, the novel is set during the era 
of slavery and its immediate aftermath, so it does 
not exactly presage good race relations in the late 
twentieth century. 
The same is true of Toni Morrison's Beloved, 
published in 1987. Also set in the era of slavery, 
the novel paints an encouraging picture of inter-
racial interaction in the relationship between Amy 
Denver, an indentured white girl who runs away 
from her master, and Sethe Suggs, a pregnant 
black woman who is trying to escape from slav-
ery. Together, the two young women join forces 
to bring a baby into the world, which mirrors, in 
some ways, Vyry Brown's midwifery skills. It is sig-
nificant as well that Sethe and Amy find mutual 
understanding and a mutual desire to help each 
other in a space that is apart from civilization-in 
the woods somewhere between here and there. 
Since they are both runaways, no one is forcing 
patterns of behavior upon them; no one is look-
ing over their shoulders to see if they adhere to 
socially prescribed rules of cross-racial interaction. 
They can create their own rules and follow them 
as they wish. Untested by the fire of society, there-
fore, their reconciliation remains temporary, and 
it is certainly not a model that anyone can observe 
and emulate. 
A third neo-slave/freedom narrative also fol -
lows this pattern. Sherley Anne Williams's Dessa 
Rose, published in 1986, features a black woman 
and a white woman who join forces against slave-
holders. The black woman has been part of a group 
that escapes a coffle. Pregnant, but sentenced to be 
hanged after her baby is born, Dessa Rose is res-
cued from a sheriff's cellar by her fellow escapees 
and finds her way to northern Alabama and the 
plantation of a white woman, Ruth Sutton, who has 
earned a reputation for being friendly to runaways. 
Skeptical of the white woman's motives, Dessa is 
shamed when the woman has to nurse Dessa's new-
born son because Dessa cannot produce milk. After 
a series of increasing tensions, Ruth, Dessa, and the 
other escapees try to travel west together into free 
territories. An incident that occurs on a plantation 
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where the group stops for a night moves Dessa 
toward a more positive assessment of Ruth. The 
plantation owner, whose wife and family are away, 
attempts to rape Ruth after he has over-imbibed in 
dinner drinks. Ruth calls out for assistance from 
Dessa, and the two of them succeed in beating the 
man up and getting him out of the room they share. 
Awareness that Ruth, a white woman, can be raped 
just as a black woman can aligns Dessa with Ruth in 
recognition of their common humanity and com-
mon gender. Their additional adventures on the 
road lead to Ruth's wanting to "friend" with Dessa 
and indeed to travel west with the group of blacks. 
While that does not happen, what is important here 
is Dessa's acceptance of Ruth as a person, not as a 
part of the white blur that is responsible for slavery. 
The two set aside their differences-and there are 
many-and become reconciled to the fact that indi-
vidual, shared experiences can transform prejudice 
into understanding, distance into closeness, stereo-
types into humanity. 
In looking for a post -1950 publication that 
portrays a cross-racial encounter, one that ends 
in a fairly healthy way, the goal is to find some-
thing that is set in the twentieth century, not 
just published in the twentieth century. Lorraine 
Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun (1959) provides 
one option. Here, a black family in Chicago refuses 
to trade dignity for cash when a representative of 
the all-white neighborhood into which they plan 
to move tries to buy their house to keep them out. 
Their encounter with the white man is brief, but it 
is significant in its declaration of human dignity 
and the desire to live as good neighbors in spite 
of prejudice. The ending is essentially a stalemate, 
but it is informed by the Christian principles that 
guide Mama Lena Younger's life, to take people for 
who they are and try to live without harming oth-
ers. In a sense, A Raisin in the Sun is "Christianity's 
last stand in African-American literature" (see 
Harris 1996, 20), because, after 1959, literary 
characters are less informed by altruistic Christian 
principles. They seek alternative faiths, as Ntozake 
Shange's characters do in For Colored Girls Who 
Have Considered Suicide When the Rainbow is 
Enuf (1976), or they forge completely new spiri-
tualities, as characters do in novels such as Dolen 
Perkins-Valdez's Wench (2010). 
- -- ---------------------------------
Also worth considering is Ann Allen Shockley's 
Loving Her, published in 1974. Set in the South, it 
is the story of an abusive relationship in which a 
black woman is the victim. A talented pianist, black 
Renee finds a job at a local nightclub that is fre-
quented by a wealthy white woman named Terry. 
Immediately attracted to Renee, Terry makes it clear 
that she wants Renee and is accustomed to getting 
what she wants. Summoning the courage to leave 
her husband, Jerome Lee, Renee takes her young 
daughter and moves in with Terry. That might seem 
like a healthy arrangement, except for the fact that 
Renee becomes "wife" to Terry in the same way she 
was to Jerome Lee. Indeed, Renee appears to enter 
a new form of servitude with Terry; a comparison 
to neo-slave/freedom narratives is not inappropri-
ate here. In such a reading, Renee compromises 
her independence to cultivate the relationship with 
Terry. Terry decides where they will live and deter-
mines that Renee should return to school. Terry 
buys Renee a grand piano and a ring that she uses 
to assert that Renee is now "hers:' Compromise is 
essential to this racial harmony, and all the compro-
mise seems to be on Renee's part. Renee thinks she 
is happy, so who are we as readers to superimpose a 
different reality upon her? 
Finally, Ernest J. Gaines's short story, "The Sky 
is Gray:' is one of the more optimistic treatments 
of the possibility for racial reconciliation. The story 
appears in Bloodline, a collection that Gaines pub-
lished in 1968; the story itself is set earlier, but at 
least not in the nineteenth century. On a cold, win-
try day, a black mother on a Louisiana plantation 
must take her son to a dentist in nearby Bayonne. 
Dirt poor and proud, they wait all morning without 
seeing the dentist and must roam the cold, windy 
streets at lunchtime until the office reopens. With 
limited resources and an acute sense of fairness that 
will not allow her to take advantage of merchants 
by squatting overly long in their warm stores, the 
mother, Octavia, traipses her son James up and 
down the cold, blustery streets. Unbeknownst 
to them, an elderly white woman, Helena, who 
owns one of the stores they keep passing, has been 
observing their traipsing and surmises their situ-
ation. She stops them and invites them in to eat. 
Then the gaming begins. Out of pride, Octavia 
refuses the proffered food. Then Helena insists that 
it isn't free, that James must work for it. Meanwhile, 
in the background, Helena's husband Alnest, who is 
confined to bed, keeps asking, '"Are they eating?"' 
(llS). Octavia finally relents, and, in "payment:' 
Helena directs James to carry an empty garbage can 
from the back of the store to the front. Grateful for 
the meal, Octavia spends her last unallotted quarter 
on salt meat, but refuses to take more than two-bits 
worth when Helena offers it to her. Helena recuts 
the meat, Octavia pays, and she and James resume 
their trek to the dentist's office. 
Proud Octavia refuses to take "handouts:' and 
Ernest J. Gaines's short story, 
"The Sky is Gray;' is one of the 
more optimistic treatments of the 
possibility for racial reconciliation. 
equally proud Helena is determined to help this 
clearly needy mother and son. Between the two of 
them, the women agree to play a game that yields a 
good meal-"rice, gravy, meat:' "lettuce and tomato 
in a saucer:' "a glass of milk and a piece of cake" 
(llS)-for this obviously hungry mother and son 
who must spend their meager resources on the 
dentist and the bus fare home. Gaines creates a sit-
uation in which he recognizes the mutual need of 
the two women to retain their senses of pride and 
dignity. There is a surface text, therefore, and there 
is a meta text. In their hearts of hearts, both women 
must know that they are playing a game, but they 
nonetheless adhere to their unspoken rules: "You 
will give this to me and not embarrass me. You will 
pay for this and not be insulted by receiving more 
than you pay for. I will feed you even though you 
might perceive me as an enemY:' While there is 
no overt surface recognition of the significance of 
this exchange, each woman knows that something 
special has happened, and each agrees to leave it 
unspoken. Octavia merely thanks the woman for 
her kindness, calls her son, and leaves. The thanks 
are not effusive or repeated; they come as a mere 
statement: '"Your kindness will never be forgotten"' 
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(117), Octavia says to Helena. Even this statement, 
in its passive construction, almost takes Octavia 
out of the equation. It is much too formal for the 
circumstances, but appropriate to the game and the 
pride that both women have exhibited throughout. 
From their perspectives, neither has compromised. 
Both are reconciled to their respective roles in this 
drama. Both feel as if they have given something. 
Neither feels as if she has had something taken 
away from her. It is a peculiarly appropriate tone on 
which to end the narrative. 
In its isolated occurrence, there is a peaceful 
There seems to be an unstated 
tenet that the model for true 
reconciliation across black 
and white racial lines lies in 
the women of both groups. 
coexistence between these two women. The price 
of that peace, however, has been in the un-voicing 
of hostilities, in the un-voicing of the reality of the 
lives of the protagonists. Octavia and James are 
black and poor, and Helena and Alnest are per-
haps Cajun and limited to making their livings by 
serving the blacks who come "back of town" where 
their store is located. In this quiet little out-of-the-
way setting, a cross-racial interaction can occur, 
and peace can reign. It is noteworthy again that the 
two participants are female. There seems to be an 
unstated tenet that the model for true reconciliation 
across black and white racial lines lies in the women 
of both groups-at least that is what most of these 
contemporary examples of African-American liter-
ature suggest. Even as this project ends, the overall 
fate of racial reconciliation in African-American 
literature is uncertain. Where are the works that, 
without hiding back of town, or in the woods, or 
on isolated plantations, posit healthy relationships 
between black and white Americans? Perhaps 
they have yet to be encountered, or perhaps they 
have yet to be written. Either way, the potential for 
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racial reconciliation in African-American literature 
seems to be a work in progress, one whose final 
outcome has yet to be imagined. 
In all the instances discussed here except two, 
it is black and white women who are put in the 
position of exploring the possibilities-or lack 
thereof-for racial reconciliation. The exceptions 
are Richard Wright's "Fire and Cloud" and Lorraine 
Hansberry's A Raisin in the Sun, where Reverend 
Taylor and Walter Lee Younger play large parts 
in the confrontations between blacks and whites. 
Otherwise, women dominate, whether the author 
of the text under consideration is male or female. 
So what does this mean? Is this a mere coincidence, 
or are these writers suggesting that a feminine sen-
sibility is more susceptible to reconciliation and 
compromise? Is this a reprise of the Cult of True 
Womanhood, in which women are expected to be 
the civilizing forces in their families? Is this a bow 
to readers, who may be more willing to be sympa-
thetic toward female characters who struggle? Or is 
it simply easier to cast women in these roles because 
conflicts between black males and white males lead 
to violence that ends in death more often than 
not? The black man and white man in Chesnutt's 
The Marrow of Tradition, for example, kill each 
other in a stabbing/shooting encounter during the 
riot. Relationships between black men and white 
men, these writers seem to suggest, are too politi-
cally, physically, and violently charged to work out 
the nuances of reconciliation. If the women can 
reach some kind of compromise, perhaps they can 
take the lead in influencing the men in their lives. 
Perhaps. While there is no ready answer for this 
pattern, it nonetheless still fits with the notion that 
racial reconciliation for literary blacks and whites 
on America soil is a wish yet to be realized, a dream 
yet to be fulfilled. t 
Trudier Harris is Professor of Engl ish at 
the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa and 
J. Carlyle Sitterson Professor of Engl ish 
Emerita at t he University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill. 
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Time Machines 
Seeing Ourselves in Downton Abbey 
David Lott 
S TEP BACK IN TIME, IF YOU WILL, TO A DAY in which strict rules of decorum and nar-row understandings of gender largely 
determined the roles that women could play 
in society. It was a time when a woman's career 
choices were severely limited, especially if she 
was married and had children, a time in which 
marriage to the right man was the best route 
to a comfortable future, when contraceptive 
choices were limited, when a premarital sexual 
relationship meant everlasting shame and out-
of-wedlock pregnancy utter ruin. 
If that invitation reminds you of the televi-
sion miniseries Downton Abbey, then you may be 
one of the millions who have found their hearts 
and imaginations captured by its scripted evoca-
tion of Edwardian England. Or, you just as easily 
may have been reading about the recent contro-
versies over contraception and women's health 
that are inflaming American politics this year: 
the heated rhetoric of the GOP race for president, 
the debates over the impact of "Obamacare" on 
religious freedom, the attempts to limit abortion 
rights by enacting "personhood" amendments to 
state constitutions, and other political and moral 
issues that especially affect American women. 
Down ton Abbey, the saga of the grand estate 
of the aristocratic Crawley family and their ser-
vants, has been something of a guilty pleasure 
for British and American audiences. The mini-
series premiered on the British network lTV in 
2010 and on PBS in January 2011. The beauti -
ful setting, compelling characters, fine acting, 
exquisite details, and soapy storylines have made 
it appointment television for millions and the 
subject of much water-cooler (i.e. online) gossip 
after each episode. The first season introduced 
viewers to all the characters who circle about 
the central plot dilemma: how to keep the estate 
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within the Crawley family after the male heirs 
apparent are lost in the sinking of the Titanic. 
Each episode disclosed rumors and secrets about 
the relationships between the family and the staff 
in a world where the old class lines are beginning 
to break down. 
In the second season, Britain becomes 
embroiled in World War I, and the quality of 
the story telling is diminished somewhat by 
an overload of competing plot lines. Perhaps 
screenwriter Julian Fellowes is penning a sly love 
letter to the traditional melodrama: A disfigured 
Canadian soldier with amnesia appears claim-
ing to be one of the lost heirs. The heir apparent 
is paralyzed in battle but stages a miraculous 
recovery, whereupon his beautiful young fiancee 
tragically dies of the Spanish flu, freeing him to 
marry the woman whom he secretly loves. The 
youngest Crawley daughter becomes involved 
with the family chauffeur. 
Fellowes does wring honest emotion out of 
what might otherwise be hoary and shopworn 
complications. More importantly, he uses these 
incidents to illustrate the disruptive power of 
war. Rejected for military service, Lord Crawley 
seeks a new purpose in life and becomes briefly 
smitten with a maid. The lord's wife reluctantly 
allows Downton Abbey to serve as a rehabilita-
tion hospital for recovering war veterans but 
fears losing control over her home and family. 
The heir apparent's expectations for love and 
family are threatened by his paralysis. The war 
disrupts the servants' attempts to balance their 
lives and settle their affairs. The family and its 
retainers intermingle, mourning the dead and 
celebrating unlikely marriages as the world turns 
upside down around them. 
In season two, the breakdown of the old social 
order is undeniable as both rich and poor chafe 
--------~-----------------------------...,.--------, 
against their assigned social roles. Old assump-
tions make little sense as nearly every character is 
forced to adjust to wrenching changes. Even Lord 
Crawley's heretofore unyielding mother-played 
with witty gusto by the incomparable Maggie 
Smith-learns to adapt to this new world, dis-
playing wisdom and foresight about what must 
be done even when the available choices are dis-
tasteful. 
One of the beauties of Downton Abbey-and 
perhaps a reason why it is so popular-is that 
• 
it does not attempt to make any direct parallels 
between the world it inhabits and ours. It is con-
tent to show us another world seemingly very 
distant from our own without compelling us to 
see our own reflection in it. This year the Crawleys 
of Downton Abbey may be the only members of 
the "1 percent" to whom the "99 percent" have 
shown an unabashed love. We romanticize a 
culture where intimate relationships between 
aristocrats and servants are unacceptable, and 
we choose not to envision the servants staging an 
"Occupy Down ton Abbey" protest or demanding 
the enactment of same-sex marriage. 
Still, if we choose to do so, we may notice that 
the social conditions depicted in the series-the 
economic inequalities, class resentments, gender 
roles, and laws and norms of marriage-are a 
mirror to the zeitgeist of our own time. And we 
may ponder how our reactions to these condi-
tions compare to those of a century ago. After 
all, what is the Occupy movement if not a real-
time reaction by those who call themselves the 
99 percent against the roles to which they have 
been relegated by a social structure that favors 
the very rich? 
Downton Abbey may magically transport us 
back to 1919 England, but the recent political 
debates over contraception and women's health 
issues drag some of us back to 1959 America. We 
now take it for granted that women should be 
the agents of their own medical and reproduc-
tive decisions, rather than objects of legislation 
and control by men. And so it is little wonder 
that we bristle when a Congressional hearing on 
women's health includes no women on the first 
panel of religious leaders called to testify (to be 
fair, the second panel did include women). And 
we are appalled when a political surrogate for 
presidential candidate Rick Santorum makes a 
moldy, sexist joke about birth control. We sense 
we are slipping into a dismaying kind of time 
machine, carrying us back into a more repressive 
era, one without the costumes and accents and 
soundtrack of Downton Abbey, but where wom-
en's places in society were still largely determined 
by men and a good marriage was still a woman's 
best promise for a comfortable life. 
In some respects, Down ton Abbey is an enter-
taining time machine in its own right, yet one 
that does not evoke a false nostalgia for its rari-
fied world. Rather, by allowing us to recognize 
ourselves without feeling smug about our sup-
posed cultural progress or assuming one-to-one 
equations between its world and our own, the 
series invites us to consider the possibilities of 
genuine social progress. By detailing how people 
struggle to adapt to an evolving world where old 
lines of gender and class are fracturing, we may 
find reasons to be hopeful about our own time 
and place. In its characters who often respond 
with grace, not fear, we may see our better selves. 
The battle over birth control and women's 
health is discouraging because it suggests that we 
have not evolved nearly enough. We are closer 
than we want to believe to the social norms of 
1959 and 1919, and our preemptive culture wars 
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are initiated by those who want to force us back 
into outmoded value systems. But in their mis-
begotten efforts to rebuild social structures that 
harmed so many and recover a cultural ethos that 
no longer exists, today's culture warriors ignore 
one of war's great lessons: in launching a cru-
sade against a perceived evil, we can wreak even 
greater havoc and destruction. Without offering 
us any overt moral lessons, Downton Abbey sug-
gests that it is lives well lived, regardless of class 
or gender, that are the best security we have in a 
world that is continually being recreated. t 
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David Lott is a religious book editor and 
a graduate of St. Olaf College and Luther 
Seminary. He lives in Washington, DC, where 
he does freelance editing and writing. 
NEW LIFE, LAKE SCITUATE 
Fall backward to disappear 
into the water 
Ask the preacher 
to let you stay down a while 
and when you rise up into the air your ears 
and eyes turn on again so strongly 
it seems you no longer need them 
But you do 
In the news this weekend a musician 
one mother, and three teenage boys canoeing 
capsized or cramped up, their breath 
flaked with lake silt and quarry-dark 
Newly taken by faith 
you still must flinch. Shun dark alleys. Test 
your brakes 
In some ways all is not forgiven 
Jeffrey Galbraith 
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Why Europe Matters 
H. David Baer 
BACK IN 1993, US SECRETARY OF DEFENSE Donald Rumsfeld made quite a stir when, responding to a question raised at a press 
conference about European reservations concern-
ing an invasion of Iraq, he cheekily remarked, 
"You're thinking of Europe as Germany and 
France .... I think that's old Europe. If you look 
at the entire NATO Europe today, the center of 
gravity is shifting to the east:' Nearly ten years 
later, as Merkel and Sarkozy struggle to save the 
Eurozone, Rumsfeld's comments seem the very 
opposite of prescient. Of course, his remarks were 
intended mostly as a thumb in the eye of his crit-
ics, but nonetheless they also reflected a deeper 
reality. The United States was taking the unity and 
democratic character of Europe for granted, and 
given that, it felt comfortable playing the states of 
Europe against each other for the sake of short-
term gain. Certainly, the Bush Administration 
never perceived the real possibility of a divided 
or fragmented Europe. In 2001, President Bush 
looked into the soul of Vladimir Putin, found 
him to be "very straightforward and trustworthy" 
and was surprised six years later when, sometime 
during the "war on terror:' Russia had become 
authoritarian. Years of foreign policy neglect, cou-
pled with the long wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
have helped to direct American attention away 
from Europe. Recent events suggest that this is 
a mistake. Thus the time has come to state again 
why Europe matters. 
The shape Europe takes in the next twenty 
years will exert a significant impact on the shape 
of international political order for the next cen-
tury. The next century, as Zbigniew Brzezinski has 
argued in his recent book Strategic Vision: America 
and the Crisis of Global Power (Basic Books, 2012), 
will bring greater dispersion of global power. China 
is the obvious illustration of the new distribution 
of global power, but one should not forget the 
emergence of India, nor the continuing economic 
significance of Japan. In South America, Brazil, 
while not as far along as China and India, has started 
to exert global influence. And lastly, in Europe but 
not yet part of Europe, there is Russia. Each of these 
states hold or will assume important places among 
the regional and international organizations that 
regulate international affairs, and as they do so they 
will bring their own interests and values to the pro-
cess of defining the international rules and norms 
that regulate interaction among states. 
Whatever complaints one may have about 
international institutions such as the United 
Nations, the IMF, the World Bank, and so on, or 
with certain developments in international law 
(and there are grounds for complaint), the truth 
remains that the currently prevailing international 
political and legal order reflects the values of rep-
resentative democracy, human rights, and the 
rule of law. This is largely the result of American 
leadership in the last century, aided by a close cul-
tural and political alliance with Western Europe. 
Although Americans may gripe about Europe 
and Europeans may gripe about America, these 
are two siblings who need each other. An inte-
grated, democratic Europe is the best and most 
natural ally for a United States seeking to repre-
sent democratic values in the international order. 
A fragmented or divided Europe would become 
internationally insignificant, leaving the United 
States largely alone in the international effort 
to represent its values. Thus whether or not the 
emerging and more pluralistic international order 
will continue to enshrine and protect the values of 
liberal democracy and human rights will depend 
to a great extent on whether the United States and 
Europe can continue to represent those values 
effectively in the theater of world affairs. 
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To consider how this is so, one might try 
envisioning how different paths for Europe could 
impact, for example, different paths for Russia. 
Imagine first a future in which the European 
Union breaks up and national competition 
remerges between different states. This embold-
ens Russia to reassert its historically rooted 
hegemonic designs on Eastern Europe. Moreover, 
weakened by internal competition, Europe's 
declining significance kindles Russian ambitions 
to recover its status as a world power. Russia, after 
Basic Books, 2012. 
all, is a huge country, extending from Europe to 
the Far East. Meanwhile, in Eurasia, China and 
India are competing for regional influence, and 
Russia perceives China's dominance as a threat to 
its own interests in the Far East. Russia thus allies 
itself with India, whose competition with China 
manifests itself through competing designs to 
exert influence in Pakistan and Afghanistan. This 
in turn concerns the United States, which feels it 
cannot ignore Chinese and Russian maneuver-
ing in the region. China, worried that it is being 
encircled by enemies in Eurasia, becomes more 
assertive in the Far East, intimidating Japan, 
South Korea, Taiwan, and Indonesia. Once again, 
the United States feels it must respond, and this is 
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an unstable and unsafe state of world affairs (see 
Brzezinski, Part 3). 
Second, imagine a future in which Europe 
recovers from its current crises and continues 
down the path of democratic integration. Russia, 
faced with a strong and united Europe comes to 
perceive that its long-term interests will be best 
achieved not through confrontation, but through 
cooperation with Europe. Reform elements within 
Russia continue to push for democratic reforms, 
and within fifty years Russia has become a mem-
ber of the European Union. An integrated Europe 
continues to cooperate with the United States in 
expanding an international legal and political 
regime that protects human rights and the ideal 
of representative government, thereby helping to 
mitigate conflict in the Far East, Middle East, and 
Eurasia. Seventy-five years from now, the world is 
both more stable and more peaceful than today. 
Neither of these scenarios is intended to sug-
gest that the shape of world politics in the coming 
century rests solely on the fortunes of Europe. But 
to deny that Europe's fate will have an impact on 
the emerging international political order would 
be foolish. A strong, democratic, and integrated 
Europe will play a significant role in international 
affairs alongside China, Russia, India, Brazil, and 
the United States. Europe not only shares fun-
damental values with the United States, but also, 
when all is well, the two have the economic and 
political power to represent their values effectively. 
An international order without a European player 
is an international order less friendly to American 
interests. 
But the Europe of today faces significant 
challenges. Its success or failure in meeting those 
challenges is of vital interest to the United States. 
Greece's economic problems are well known; 
however, the danger a Greek default represents to 
European integration is hard to assess. True, eco-
nomic crises can create political crises, but political 
integration and shared democratic institutions do 
not depend in any obvious way on a single cur-
rency. Perhaps a more significant challenge to the 
project of European integration is emerging in 
the countries of post-communist Europe, where 
large portions of the population, still waiting 
to taste the prosperity of the West, suffer from a 
democratic malaise. The central European coun-
try of Hungary, for example, once a democratic 
star among former communist countries, and still 
a member of the European Union and NATO, 
has shocked observers with a sudden and dra-
matic turn toward authoritarianism. Through a 
series of unfortunate coinciding events, the party 
of Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orban was 
able to secure a two-thirds majority in the coun-
try's unicameral Parliament, which it has used to 
rewrite the country's constitution and other fun-
damental laws in ways that change the process 
of election, undermine the independence of the 
judiciary, and restrict both freedom of the press 
and freedom of religion. Should Viktor Orban 
succeed in refashioning what was once a demo-
cratic stalwart into an authoritarian regime, this 
would represent a significant blow to the project 
of European integration. 
The integration of Europe is not a finished 
project, and a democratic Europe is not to be 
taken for granted. Given the importance Europe 
must play in realizing America's global demo-
cratic vision, US foreign policy needs to redirect 
its attention to Europe-not in a way that ignores 
the rest of the world, but in a way that recognizes 
our deep affinity with and lasting interest in that 
continent. ~ 
H. David Baer is Associate Professor of 
Theology and Philosophy at Texas Lutheran 
University. 
MY CROCUSES 
Bright rods of rain 
Pummel and soften 
Cold, closed clay; 
Worms stir again 
In earth's dark coffin. 
Fed on wreaths 
Of rotting blossoms, 
Sheltered in last autumn's 
Ruined leaves, 
These thin green blades cut through 
White, stubborn fingers 
Of late snow. 
Life's cradle 
Is the plentiful 
Success of death. 
Before bright beauty 
Must come strength. 
Charles R. Strietelmeier 
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A Study in Contrasts 
Ann Patchett's State of Wonder 
Jennifer L. Miller 
M INNESOTA CAN BE A MISERABLE PLACE in the winter. Gray skies, feet of snow, and subzero temperatures all contrib-
uted to a New York reporter's opinion in 1885 
that Minnesota was "another Siberia, unfit for 
human habitation;' and many of the state's resi-
dents undoubtedly share this opinion during the 
long winter months. But there's also a very differ-
ent side to winter in Minnesota-a side to all the 
the snow and the cold that creates an opportu-
nity to have some fun. Perhaps the best example 
of this is the St. Paul Winter Carnival, an event 
first held in 1886 and established as a yearly tra-
dition in 1946. The treasure hunt, fireworks, ice 
sculpting, and many other rituals and traditions 
that are part of this festival show that there is cer-
tainly fun to be had during these dark months of 
the year. 
Understanding the contrasts inherent in the 
state of Minnesota is key to understanding Ann 
Patchett's State of Wonder for two reasons. First 
of all, geographic place plays a key role in the 
novel. Since Minnesota is one of the primary set-
tings, understanding the geography and weather 
of the state provides a helpful sense of grounding 
in the places of the novel. But secondly, the idea 
of contrast between places, or contrast between 
two different incarnations of a place, or maybe 
even just the idea of being in between, is a key 
theme throughout Patchett's novel. Before even 
delving into the book, it is important to recog-
nize that Minnesota itself can be both a dreary 
and gray place and a state of wonder. 
Patchett's focus on contrast is clear from the 
very first pages. The story begins in early spring 
in Eden Prairie, a suburb of the Twin Cities 
of Minneapolis and St. Paul. Patchett writes, 
"Outside the snow had been falling in wet clumps 
long enough to bury every blade of new spring 
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grass. The crocuses she had seen only that morn-
ing, their yellow and purple heads straight up 
from the dirt, were now frozen as solid as carp in 
the lake" (9). Here we have the contrast between 
winter and spring and, even more importantly, 
a moment that captures the transition between 
the two. 
State of Wonder tells the story of Marina 
Singh, a forty-two-year-old woman who works 
for a pharmaceutical company called Vogel. 
Marina is both an MD and a PhD. She left her 
residency in obstetrics and gynecology at Johns 
Hopkins four years into a five-year program, 
and instead, spent three more years in school to 
get her PhD in pharmacology. Marina herself is 
someone who feels caught in between two places. 
She is the daughter of a white mother and an 
Indian father, and her childhood was marked by 
her trips to India to visit her father. As someone 
with darker skin living in Minnesota-the land 
of Norwegian and Swedish immigrants-Marina 
is frequently asked, "Where are you from?" 
Even though she is racially marked as an 
outsider, Marina loves Minnesota. The novel tells 
us, "Marina was from Minnesota. No one ever 
believed that. At the point when she could have 
taken a job anywhere she came back because 
she loved it here. This landscape was the one she 
understood, all prairie and sky" (31). It is clear 
that at the beginning of the novel, Marina views 
Minnesota as a state of wonder indeed. 
Early in the story, Marina learns that she must 
travel from Minnesota to a very different place. 
Anders Eckman, her co-worker has traveled 
down to the Amazon to check on the progress of 
Dr. Annick Swenson, who was Marina's attend-
ing doctor during her residency and who now 
is a researcher working for Vogel on developing 
a fertility drug. While in the jungle, according 
to a very brief letter from Dr. Swenson, Anders 
had developed a fever and died, and was buried 
"in keeping with his Christian traditions" ( 4). 
Anders's wife, Karen, is completely unsatisfied 
with this explanation, and asks Marina to go 
down to Brazil to find out what really happened. 
This question of what really happened to Anders 
provides the driving force behind the first half of 
the novel. 





When Marina arrives in Brazil, in the city 
of Manaus, she does not immediately find Dr. 
Swenson, but instead ends up waiting for weeks, 
chauffeured around by a man named Milton and 
entertained by Barbara and Jackie Bovender, the 
couple who housesit Dr. Swenson's apartment. 
Marina's stay in Manaus is timeless, a limbo-like 
state where her days all blend together, where 
she has nothing that she needs to do. She goes for 
walks, visits the internet cafe, checks to see if her 
lost luggage has arrived yet (it hasn't), stops in 
at the general store, reads, eats, and sleeps. And 
while her days are punctuated by interactions with 
the Bovenders, these two are, in Milton's word, 
bohemian, so they do nothing to ground Marina 
in reality, instead adding an odd, almost Alice-in-
Wonderland-like feeling to her time in Manaus. 
The in-between nature of Marina's stay in 
Manaus is reinforced by its geographical inter-
stitiality as well, and by the contrast between 
Minnesota and the rain forest. While Minnesota is 
all prairie and sky, the jungle is all trees and water 
and dense vegetation. Manaus is somewhere in 
between these two places, in the space between 
close to home and far away. When Marina calls 
her boss in Minnesota, she realizes that "somehow 
it was only one hour earlier in Eden Prairie" (75), 
although it feels like she is halfway around the 
world. She also realizes that she fits in in Manaus 
in a way that she never did in Minnesota-her 
darker skin enables her to pass for Brazilian, 
allowing her to avoid the question, "Where are 
you from?" 
Marina finally finds Dr. Swenson and follows 
her back into the rain forest to see for herself what 
happened to Anders and to find out about the 
status of the fertility drug. At this point, the pace 
of the novel quickens. Compared to the timeless-
ness of Marina's time in Manaus, her time in the 
jungle-while still disconnected from a sense of 
time that is dependent on a calendar-is marked 
by revelations about certain events, meeting new 
people, and dramatic developments in the plot. 
Once Marina enters the jungle, some of the ques-
tions about Anders's death and the development 
of the fertility drug start getting answered, but just 
as quickly, new questions arrive to take their place. 
This issue of pacing is perhaps one of the 
biggest drawbacks of State of Wonder; it seems 
that Patchett loves building up the tension in the 
novel, but that she is less interested in the things 
that happen after the tension comes to a head. 
Certainly though, this part of the novel is very 
rich, filled with interesting twists and turns that 
raise a number of fascinating questions about the 
practices and ethics of the pharmaceutical indus-
try. And these very questions about how drug 
research gets funded, what motivates the spend-
ing of drug companies, and how such drugs are 
tested are what make State of Wonder appealing to 
a very broad audience that includes scientists as 
well as liberal arts majors, business analysts, and 
creative writers. 
All these changes also lead up to the question 
that ends the novel: After everything that she 
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experiences in the Amazon, is Minnesota still 
a state of wonder for Marina? Late in the story, 
Dr. Swenson tells Marina, "Trust me, you won't 
fit in there anymore. You've changed ... I changed 
myself once, it was a long time ago but I changed. 
I followed my teacher down here too. I thought I 
was coming for the summer. I know about this" 
(347). And given everything that has happened 
to Marina, Dr. Swenson's statement seems rea-
sonable. 
It would be very easy to think that all of the 
changes she has undergone mean that she will 
stay in the jungle, working with Dr. Swenson. But 
in the final pages of the novel, as Marina reflects 
on Minnesota, she thinks this: "Minnesota! It 
smelled like raspberries and sunlight and ten-
der grass .... There had never been a place in the 
world as beautiful as Minnesota" (352-53). Such 
unmitigated praise, particularly given the trans-
formative experience that Marina has had in the 
jungle of Brazil, seems a bit out of place, and it 
is not immediately clear how the reader is sup-
posed to interpret this passage. Does this mean 
that Marina will go back and stay in Minnesota? 
Does Patchett mean for this to be read ironically? 
Or is this a genuine sentiment? Is there really no 
place like Minnesota for Marina? Where, really, 
is the state of wonder? 
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Here we see the true power of Patchett's skill-
ful weaving of contrasting images, characters, 
and themes. Not only does this technique enable 
her to portray Marina's development effectively, 
but it also allows her to imbue her narrative 
with the uncertainty that comes with existing in 
between. This uncertainty then becomes associ-
ated with the questions of sacrifice, belonging, 
and ethics, enabling the narrative to resist easy 
answers and encouraging readers to grapple 
with these questions themselves. While State of 
Wonder takes the reader from the frigid Midwest 
to the warmth of Brazil, making it the perfect 
novel for a cold winter day, it is not simply an 
escape. Instead, Patchett's novel tells a story that 
spans continents, decades, and ideologies, and 
through the contrast of cold and warm, past and 
present, science and industry, nature and culture, 
immerses readers in a world that will linger with 
them in reality, long after the snow melts and the 
crocuses bloom. f 
Jennifer L. Miller is a Postdoctoral Fellow in 
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SHE VISITS ME 
Every day I come awake in the tilled 
world she successfully imagined 
leaving while her little son 
made macaroni necklaces 
at day camp her mind slanted 
away the father had not 
spoken when she mailed a copy 
of the sonogram little blackpearl 
knew the depths her lists 
the lilies end of July still wearing 
the newsboy cap carrying a patchwork 
purse the lab notebook 
she always wrote in meat rice 
melon filling his sweet belly 
salmon cherries 
she had taken the vitamins averted 
her eyes near knives knocked 
on doors trying to borrow a Bible 
she took him with her cannot 
let my own mind rest 
the little body she had so lovingly 
bathed and cared for carried 
I would see her just once again 
walking through the palace 
of an ordinary grocery store 
hurrying toward me waving 
bringing him by the hand 
Leslie Williams 
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The Beach Boys' Cheshire Smile 
J. D. Buhl 
F
OR A " LOST" ALBUM, THE BEACH Boys' 
Smile has never been hard to find. Since 
the moment it was abandoned after sev-
eral postponements in 1967, its songs have been 
reconstituted and rerecorded so many times that 
at least nine of them have been in listeners' ears 
for years. The album was almost titled "Dumb 
Angel;' and like an angel it has always hung just 
past our shoulder, lending its beauty, humor, 
contemplation, and vigor to decades of Beach 
Boys fans as they faced life without the record 
that should have been the high water mark of the 
1960s. 
Now, with Capitol Records' 2011 release 
of The Smile Sessions, the little guy has been 
brought down to earth and most of the mysteries 
surrounding the album's construction, incomple-
tion, and subsequent mythical status have been 
answered. The set includes eighteen tracks from 
the original recording sessions, a nineteenth 
track-"Good Vibrations" (a previous hit that 
would have been included on the 1967 Smile as a 
label-placating add-on), plus alternate versions, 
demos, B-sides, and a bracing vocal montage and 
testimonial that take listeners inside the album's 
recording session, when a driven Brian Wilson 
created his most ambitious artistic statement, his 
"teenage symphony to God:' 
By the looks of things, the original Capitol 
album would have been twelve tracks long. The 
original twelve-inch jacket, with the note "See 
label for correct playing order;' indicated that 
Wilson had yet to decide how the work would be 
configured. When he finally walked away from 
the project after much frustration (the last ses-
sion was 18 May 1967) boxes of these LP jackets 
sat in a warehouse awaiting their contents. They 
were eventually destroyed. So what we get with 
the 2011 version is not that album but a collec-
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tion of all the tracks from which Wilson and his 
co-writer Van Dyke Parks (and the Beach Boys 
themselves) had to choose. 
Unable to make something meaningful out 
of all those reels of tape, the band began with bits 
and pieces of the recordings and built new tracks. 
"Heroes and Villains" was released as a single in 
July 1967. A substitute album, Smiley Smile, came 
out in September. Although Smiley Smile is, as 
Keith Badman has written, "one of the most baf-
fling and bizarre albums to appear from a major 
rock act" (The Beach Boys, Backbeat Books 2004, 
p. 200) it did include the versions of "Heroes 
and Villains;' "Vegetables;' "Wind Chimes;' and 
"Wonderful" that Beach Boys fans would come 
to know and love. New or reconstructed versions 
of ''I'm in Great Shape;' "Cabin Essence;' and 
"Surf 's Up" would follow on less baffling albums 
in the early 1970s. The days of Brian construct-
ing wondrous backgrounds in large studios with 
hired musicians, ready-made tracks that the 
touring group would come home and sing to, 
were gone after Smile. Now, a small studio had 
been built in Brian's house, and the others did 
much of the work. Smiley Smile bore the credit 
"Produced by the Beach Boys;' as would several 
albums to come. By the early 1970s, Brian's men-
tal health had deteriorated to the point where he 
had largely withdrawn from the band. 
To continue Keith Badman's quote above, the 
release of Smiley Smile gave "the underground 
rock aristocracy... the material with which 
to crucify them:' The usually praiseful music 
newspaper Melody Maker said that the band's 
"prestige has been seriously damaged:' Carl 
Wilson admitted that their reputation for for-
ward-thinking pop had been all but destroyed. 
However, the Beach Boys' more democratic, 
back-to-basics studio approach allowed the 
group to learn how to be the rock band on record 
that they were on stage. Years before the Beatles 
realized they needed to "get back" to their roots 
and cut a stripped-down version of Let It Be, the 
Beach Boys were in Brian's studio playing gui-
tars, bass, and drums, covering Stevie Wonder 
and Ronettes tunes and becoming songwriters 
and producers in their own right. 
The band's reputation was slow to be 
redeemed. Even as they grew into a muscular, 
exciting touring act in the mid -1970s, bravely 
including new material alongside the oldies, few 
straight-up 3:39 single without all that "Cantina" 
silliness in the middle), "Surf's Up" (with Carl's 
lovely vocal on the first part before the track 
gives way to Brian's original vocal on the sec-
ond), and even the crunch-crunch of the spritely 
"Vegetables:' 
Smiley Smile might have been, as Carl admit-
ted, "a bunt instead of a grand slam;' and the 
Beach Boys were accused of "raiding the vaults" 
for years to come, pilfering what was left of Brian's 
big project, but it took guts to even approach 
such material, chop it down, get it in releasable 
in the rock press took 
notice. Two hits com-
pilations from Capitol, 
Endless Summer (July 
1974) and Spirit of 
America (May 1975) 
increased demand and 
edged out new songs on 
the set list, and the Beach 
Boys were playing and 
singing better than ever 
for "a whole new gen-
eration of fans. . . some 
of them [not] even as old 
as the songs themselves;' 
as Carl said at the time. 
(NEW IMPROVfO FULl OfMENSIONAL STEREO) 
form, and push on with 
their career after losing 
Brian to mental illness 
(for a time), the respect 
of the rock press, and 
their worshipful audi-
ences. Perhaps they'd 
even lost some of their 
self-respect and confi-
dence; Brian surely had. 
SMilf THE BERCH BoYs 
Good VlbrJtlfoHS Good VlbrJtlfoHS Good VlbrJtlfoHS ~ 
Their own compilation 
on Warner Brothers, Good Vibrations: Best of 
the Beach Boys (1975), included tracks from the 
great albums that came after Brian's withdrawal. 
Those reconstructed fragments from Smile also 
found a new generation of listeners. 
There is a general sense of completion-even 
"closure" -that surrounds the release of The Smile 
Sessions. I made a special trip to my local inde-
pendent record store the day of its release and 
felt part of something larger than myself, some-
thing a long time coming in popular culture. The 
poster went up in my classroom, and the badge 
is nice, but the accompanying book is not at all 
extensive, and it even includes a few mistakes. 
There are indeed some won-won-won-wonderful 
selections on this new release, but I find myself 
feeling disappointed. I prefer the earlier well-
loved versions of "Heroes and Villains" (a 
Those fans who stuck 
by the Beach Boys thank 
them for seeing this stuff 
through, enhancing our 
lives with "Wonderful" 
(Smiley Smile, 1967), 
with "Mama Says" (Wild 
Honey, 1967), with "Cabinessence" and "Our 
Prayer" (20/20, 1969). For all its beauty, the music 
of The Smile Sessions brings with it the strain of 
its time, and the sometimes tighter, sometimes 
looser re-realized versions of its songs that first 
entered the world decades ago sound like real 
works of art after all. t 
J. D. Buhl teaches eighth-grade English and 
literature at the Casady School in Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. 
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I HAVE LET THINGS SLIP 
I could be wrong about the incarnadine 
jewelry of these tulips- deep-streaked 
as if risen from a flood- as salve for a mind blowing off 
in slight wind- tickseed, cotton boll, so much fluff-
from childbed's airtight province comes a hot 
and stealthy flowering- broken from, yet seeking such-
I should have asked for an indifference, as tree or cloud. 
Or to have sooner been the woman almost ready 
in the girl. Everyone knew but me, that the passion 
means the suffering, that words we use are seeded 
with an earlier sense, that all the eggs a girl 
will have are present in her infant ovaries. 
And that outcomes are often manifest long before 
the setting out: alongside gold and 
frankincense, was the myrrh for preparing a shroud. 
Leslie Williams 
------------ - - --· -···· -- ---·----------
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Pietas and a Christian University 
Gilbert Meilaender 
R
EFLECTING ONE DAY ON THE REGULAR 
invocations we offer to scholarship, free-
dom, and faith here at Valparaiso University, 
I was reminded of something that is missing from 
our newly minted (though traditional!) shield of 
character: namely, gratitude. We are said to be (or 
committed to being) "ethical;' but ethical is not the 
same as "grateful:' 
Anyone who has read some modern moral 
philosophy will know that the term "ethical" is far 
too thin to be of much use in moral reflection or 
as a character description. What we need are vir-
tues with thicker descriptive content, and in an 
academic setting-especially an academic setting 
that claims a connection to the church-gratitude 
is an essential virtue. It should shape our think-
ing and doing, and it does not simply leave us free 
to fashion our own way of life. Pietas, piety, is an 
acknowledgement of debts that by their very nature 
can never be adequately discharged. 
Although my central concern here has to do 
with gratefulness to the church of my childhood 
for its commitment to teaching and transmitting 
a way of life, it is surely also true that gratitude 
is an essential academic virtue in a university. 
Sometimes we allow ourselves to suppose that 
our first task as teachers and students is to think 
critically, ruling no question out of bounds and 
looking back with a critical eye at those who in 
earlier times and places have thought about ques-
tions similar to our own. But our first task should 
be to cultivate in ourselves a grateful receptivity, a 
heart that is happy to be instructed and eager to 
appreciate, a willingness to learn as readily from 
Aristotle as from the most recent article in the New 
York Review of Books. In other words, "faith seek-
ing understanding" should not be just a theological 
slogan. Such receptivity will protect us against the 
chronological snobbery (to borrow a term from 
Owen Barfield) that locks us into the assumptions 
of our own time and place. 
For quite a few years after I had completed my 
graduate work and begun to teach, I had a kind of 
self-imposed policy: If I began reading an article 
in a scholarly journal, I finished it, even if it didn't 
seem to make much sense or seemed decidedly 
wrong-headed. My notion was that it had been 
written by someone who knew something, it had 
been good enough to be accepted for publication, 
and even if it seemed wrong-headed to me the odds 
were good that the problem was as much mine as 
the author's. A day finally came when I just ran out 
of time to continue to live by this policy, but I still 
think it was not a bad practice and that it was good 
for me both as a scholar and a person. 
Gratitude may help protect those of us who 
teach from the petty tyrannies that come so eas-
ily to us. How readily we forget our invocations of 
freedom, as we require our students to acquiesce to 
the shibboleths of contemporary academic culture 
that make it difficult for us to practice an ecumen-
ism of time in which we give voice to those who 
once thought quite differently than we do. The aca-
demician who cannot cite a passage in which "man" 
is used generically or the pronoun "he" is used to 
refer to God without adding the parenthetical "sic" 
is surely among the most pitiable of creatures. 
Perhaps our deeper need, however, at least in 
a university that seeks to honor its historic con-
nection to the church, is for a grateful spirit that 
extends to the churchly bodies that formed and 
shaped us-and, in particular, I have in mind here 
the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod. 
For many, especially those of us old enough 
to remember a time when the church was more 
effectively present in the shaping of everyday life, a 
considerable debt of gratitude is owed the church. 
Drawn into the faith, we were taught (in Luther's 
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words) to "thank and praise, serve and obey" God. 
The freedom Christ brings was not formless; it 
was shaped and structured in the church's way of 
life transmitted to us in worship, parochial school 
education, catechetical instruction, and countless 
less obvious ways. Certainly this was true for many 
of us who were raised in the Lutheran Church-
Missouri Synod. 
I have to say, though, that among us I seldom 
sense gratitude to Missouri for having been for 
Missouri offered us-especially 
those of us who treasure our 
independence-the opportunity 
to learn obedience and to strive, 
as the Letter to the Hebrews says, 
"for the holiness without which 
no one will see the Lord:' 
many of us the place where we were initiated into 
both faith and life. Embracing any kind of diver-
sity except the Missouri kind, we have forgotten 
the wisdom in G. K. Chesterton's observation that 
"the best relation to our spiritual home is to be 
near enough to love it. But the next best is to be far 
enough away not to hate it:' 
Too often, unfortunately, Missouri is the object 
of our condescension, even though, whatever her 
failings, our own accomplishments are hardly 
striking enough to warrant condescension. Indeed, 
we too often lapse into thinking that we-an aca-
demic community-can somehow transcend and 
bridge the increasingly deep divisions that separate 
Lutheran churches, as if we ourselves were a church. 
There is a kind of hubris in that faith in a church as 
invisible as ever one was. 
Missouri was and is far from perfect, of course. 
Probably most of us who were raised within the 
LCMS have, over time, come to draw some lines 
in ways different from those that shaped our child-
hood. Nevertheless, I find myself increasingly 
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grateful for a gift that this church body gave me. It 
set before me a God who in Christ not only forgives 
but also longs for us-longs to draw us into the 
holiness of his own life, to penetrate every aspect of 
our thinking and doing. The church offered not just 
a message floating free of a way of life but, rather, 
had its own way of life and its own culture. It spoke 
not only a word about reconciliation with God but 
also a word about that God's commitment to make 
of us people who, in turn, long for him. It offered 
us-especially those of us who treasure our inde-
pendence-the opportunity to learn obedience and 
to strive, as the Letter to the Hebrews says, "for the 
holiness without which no one will see the Lord:' It 
cared about and took seriously the intricacies (and 
the intricate beauty) of church dogma, prepar-
ing me for the day when I would realize that the 
Athanasian Creed's articulation of God's Triune life 
offers as good an image of the mutual reciprocities 
of love as we are likely to find, an image that was 
formative in our culture's understanding of what it 
means to be a person. 
In such ways, Missouri took itself seriously as 
church, and, to my adult surprise, I realize now 
that it helped me to appreciate more fully many 
Christians who were not reared in Missouri (and 
would not have wanted to be!). Were we less con-
descending toward and more grateful to Missouri, 
less inclined to offer ourselves as a kind of substi-
tute church, we might in turn find ourselves newly 
appreciative of the concerns of others among us, 
such as Roman Catholics and Evangelicals. 
To offer our community as common ground 
to those who already have or who seek a clearer 
churchly identity simply misses the point and is not 
in fact very invitational. Rather than supposing that 
we do or could constitute an alternative churchly 
community, which would only be a tiny club of the 
like-minded, we should honor the ecclesiastical dif-
ferences that mark us. By helping members of our 
university community to acknowledge the claims 
their churches have upon them, by deliberately 
refusing to offer a substitute that makes few claims 
on them, we would cultivate in ourselves grateful 
hearts, the pietas of true virtue. 
There are, of course, historical reasons for the 
direction we have taken, reasons having to do with 
the struggle within the LCMS that came to a head 
early in the 1970s. My own years as a seminarian 
were spent as that dispute was coming to its boil-
ing point, and they were not pleasant years. I have a 
hard time being grateful for that, but I am strangely 
grateful for many of my seminary teachers-
"strangely" because I eventually concluded that 
their vision of Lutheranism was and is a dead end. 
It was a Lutheranism that saw only law and obliga-
tion, where I have come to see the God who seeks 
to draw us into his own life. But in their own way 
they helped, or forced, me to think hard enough to 
turn elsewhere. 
Having cut my theological teeth on a system 
that could only console the guilty and assume that 
those so consoled would leap up in service to neigh-
bors, having been forced by that theology to think 
hard about some fundamental questions, I even-
tually came to see that it had relatively little to say 
about the way of life that Christians had struggled 
to transmit for two thousand years. Unable to pro-
vide the sort of thick description of Christian life 
that our world needs, it could only divide the law 
from the gospel-again and again, world without 
end. There was the law that kills and the gospel that 
makes alive, but no daily life of obedience that was 
anything other than a ceaseless dialogue between 
those two messages. There was no place for the 
Jesus who not only forgave the paralytic but also 
said to him, "take up your bed and walk:' 
Hence, there was a kind of sterility about it. It 
seduced me, and quite a few others, into a kind of 
stereotypical preaching in which-as I now see-
no matter what the text given me, for ten minutes 
(or so) I danmed them and then for ten minutes 
(or so) I saved them. Indeed, it was only when 
I decided finally to scrap the system I had been 
taught that preaching became for me anything 
other than a chore and the task of theology took 
on greater clarity. But, of course, learning that took 
some years; it took reading and studying that went 
well beyond the rather narrow boundaries of my 
seminary training. And so I find myself grateful to 
Barth and Kierkegaard, to Augustine and John Paul 
II, to C. S. Lewis and Robert Jenson. I do not think, 
though, that I could have learned much from them 
had I not been formed initially by a church in ways 
that took seriously God's deep desire to draw us 
into his own life-"God's search for man:' as Rabbi 
Abraham Joshua Heschel put it in the title of one of 
his books. 
The Missouri of my childhood is often char-
acterized as anti -Catholic, and so it was in certain 
ways (roughly the same ways that Catholicism at 
the time was anti-Lutheran). Yet, the puzzle is that, 
precisely because it took the church and her way of 
life seriously, it prepared me well for a day when I 
had to come to terms with papal encyclicals such as 
Evangelium Vitae and Veritatis Splendor. By contrast, 
the theological system in which I was later trained, 
dividing law and gospel world without end, did not 
really help me to enter seriously-both in agree-
ment and disagreement-into the concerns of such 
encyclicals. Failing to see what Missouri did manage 
to offer, or, still worse, harboring a kind of inner ani-
mosity that can only feed condescension toward her, 
does not seem to generate within me a capacity for 
critical theological insight in the way gratitude can 
and does. It is pietas that truly sets us free. 
In his Large Catechism Luther treats first the 
Ten Commandments and next the Creed. Near the 
end of his discussion of the Creed he writes: "The 
Creed brings pure grace and makes us righteous 
and acceptable to God. Through this knowledge we 
come to love and delight in all the commandments 
of God because we see here in the Creed how God 
gives himself completely to us, with all his gifts and 
power, to help us keep the Ten Commandments:' 
That is simply to say, as we recite when we use the 
Psalms, the church's prayer book: "I shall walk at 
liberty, for I have sought thy precepts:' 
Whatever may have been the failings and even 
the obstinacy of the Missouri in which I was raised, 
she really tried to be a church, tried to set before 
us and inculcate in us Christian obedience-tried 
to say, "take up your bed and walk:' And that, after 
all, is what it means to be Lutheran: Not to subvert 
God's grace by attaching our own conditions to it. 
And not to subvert God's commands by failing to 
pray, in words Christians have used at least since 
the seventh century, that our hearts may be "set to 
obey" God's commandments. t 
Gilbert Meilaender is the Phyllis and Richard 
Duesenberg Professor of Christian Ethics at 
Valparaiso University. 
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THE NEIGHBOR 
Forgot to say hello to my neighbor. 
Sometimes I question my own behavior. 
-John Mellencamp 
I. 
Across the street, the 1960s blond brick wall 
behind where the honey locust used to grow is all 
too bright. Now, the neighbor's turnored tree 
hangs like a silhouette in memory. 
The phantom limbs hang like a daylight moon. 
But drowned in the light of Tuesday afternoon, 
nothing harder than this brick. I don't know 
my neighbor. The tree service workers hauled 
the dead limbs with the wilting fans shattered 
and waving away last Friday. The blind wall is all 
whose only dynamic is the gutter spatter 
stain along the lower third. The slag lake 
and dust of the bark left floating in the wake 
of Friday's trashy truck and trailer are the opposite 
of the trail left by an animal as you hunt it. 
The wall says, I told you so, torso and tower 
over the summer-scorched yard and looking away. 
The wall almost supervised as the tree was stifled, 
unspanned limb by limb over the span of an hour, 
as the tree-men hustled and regarded each other 
with the masculine disdain of a feminine trifle, 
strutting their work, extending their arms 
in a display of veined limbs bristling 
and the possible violence of the living. Harmless 






A fascination with suffering has me 
watching, by turns, the kingbird smack 
and smack a cicada against a. wire above 
the street to my right, and then before me 
on my wrist, the one size-sixteen gray mayfly 
in Lubbock~ Texas. It is early August. 
My stationary mayfly is august and tough 
with no trout stream for hundreds of miles. 
And the cicada, but for her sheer sheared 
glistening wings in a rudderless helicopter fall, 
is a waste of thirteen dark years at the roots 
of the tree now gone and hauled away. 
Nature's overrated; the wall calls. 
III. 
My house shadows my neighbor's house. 
The mayfly, tiny ashen dragon, sails away. 
The neighborhood's earless cat 1 call Ears 
has come around to sulk, his wary head 
the softest softball of shame. Not a mouse. 
Not a mouse in the house, he seems to say. 
Not hear. He spooks and disappears when I move. 
I come to the stump, finally, not to find 
my epiphany, but to stand on it, to bend 
over it, amused at a minor kingdom fallen. 
This wall's windowless, and only the stump 
looks up with its worm-hollowed eye. 
No one's home. In my neighbor's yard, I stand 
for nature. I shrug. I lift my hands. 
John Poch 
- l 
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LAZED EYES, SLACK JAW, AND DISHEVELED 
attire. Such was the appearance of a 
young man in my parish whom I saw 
week after week in the pew. When I started as 
a pastor eight years ago, I was concerned about 
him and wondered what might be wrong. Was 
he ill? Was he able to hear the sermon? Was there 
something I had said that bothered him? 
Now I am a father, with two children and 
another on the way, and I no longer wonder. I 
realized later that the disheveled young man was 
the father of a one-year-old. He was still getting 
used to nightly interruptions of sleep. Now he is 
the father of five. I must admit that he doesn't 
look as tired these days. Either he's adjusting 
to fatherhood, or my own eyes have become so 
glazed that I can no longer distinguish fatigue. 
I've heard the joke that Lutherans evangelize 
in the bedroom. We're too shy to make disciples 
by going door-to-door. We make disciples by 
procreating. The joke is intended to point out a 
deficiency in our practice, but I say we ought to 
claim it. A Lutheran invites one person to church 
every twenty years. If that statistic is accurate, 
then the young man in my parish is besting the 
average every time he and his wife drag their kids 
to church. 
It must pain our heavenly Father to hear us 
disparage the most enjoyable way he provided 
for making Christians. Not, of course, that we 
are born Christians. As Jesus told Nicodemus, a 
second birth is necessary, a birth of water and the 
Spirit. But childbirth is the most elemental way 
that God puts the heathen right in front of us, as 
sinners who need the gospel. 
Missiology is a hot topic. When I get mailings 
from my seminary, I don't see the word "pastor" 
too often. What I see is the invented term "mis-
sionalleader:' It seems we're still trying to prove 
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that Gustav Warneck was wrong when he said 
that Martin Luther offered nothing in his writ-
ings for missiology. We are indebted to Robert 
Bertram, and a number of other theologians, 
who have demonstrated that Lutheran theology, 
with its focus on proclamation, is indeed a great 
resource for teaching missions. Bertram said it 
well: "promissio" is the secret of "missio." But 
I would add that another secret, another stone 
unturned, is an appreciation for childrearing. 
With respect to the great Bertram, "emissio" is 
the secret of "missio:' 
It sounds crass, and yet God's ways of operat-
ing often seem beneath us and our sinful pride. 
Luther contrasted the works of Carthusian monks 
to the works of a child, pointing out that the child 
could actually boast of pleasing God in the mere 
performance of filial obedience. Likewise a father 
could take comfort that he was pleasing God in 
changing diapers. God has commanded these 
duties, as humble as they seem to human reason. 
Missions enthusiasts love the Book of 
Acts and use it as something of a manual for 
modern-day missiology, but God commanded 
his creation to be fruitful and multiply long 
before Paul's missionary journeys. It was, in fact, 
God's first commandment to his human crea-
tures, spoken first to Adam and Eve, then Noah 
twice, and again to Jacob at Bethel. God is deter-
mined to have children, and he expects their 
earthly parents to raise them in faith. Again, long 
before Acts, we hear the Lord tell his people: 
"And these words which I command you this 
day shall be upon your heart; and you shall teach 
them diligently to your children, and shall talk 
of them when you sit in your house, and when 
you walk by the way, and when you lie down, 
and when you rise" (Deuteronomy 6). Mission 
happens around the kitchen table, at the bed-
side, and in the car. Evangelism is catechism. We 
should remember that Luther's Small Catechism 
was originally printed, not as a booklet, but as a 
poster to be hung on the kitchen wall. 
In his Epistles, St. Paul often instructs his 
congregations that moms and dads are to raise 
their children in the faith, but he doesn't ever tell 
them to undertake door-knocking projects or 
organize mission societies. What would Gustav 
Warneck say to Paul? That he lacked a theology of 
mission? He was doing the work of a missionary. 
In Paul's letters, one gets the sense that mission 
happens whenever and wherever God places 
someone in front of you who needs a word from 
Christ. To the Jews he became a Jew. To those 
outside the law he became as one outside the law. 
He became all things to all people that he might 
save some. 
And when it comes to God placing someone 
in front of you who needs a word from Christ, 
there's no place like home. When St. Paul consid-
ered the faith of his young colleague Timothy, he 
couldn't help remembering the faith of Timothy's 
grandmother Lois and mother Eunice. No doubt 
Lois and Eunice showed up in the pews disheveled 
after getting little Timothy dressed and ready for 
church, but such is the appearance of a mission-
ary. The mission field isn't always across the ocean. 
As a sinner, I need forgiveness every day, and I've 
been blessed with a wife who provides it. Every 
day my children need both law and gospel. They 
need words of rebuke, but they also need to hear 
Christ's forgiveness. Indeed, this makes the home 
the primary mission field, since it is in the home 
where sinners come into daily contact with one 
another and need one another's daily absolutions. 
I can hear the complaint that bedroom evan-
gelism is one more way for a lazy Lutheran to 
lower the bar and not pay the full cost of disciple-
ship. Shouldn't I at least have to abase myself by 
knocking on doors? Isn't this just maintenance 
ministry? But anyone who has suffered through 
morning sickness (a ridiculous name ... if only 
it were confined to the morning!), given birth, 
struggled with infertility, or waited and waited 
and waited for an adoption knows that the crosses 
of parenthood are heavy. And once the children 
arrive, the sleepless nights are just beginning. 
Christians, however, carry their crosses 
behind a Lord whose Father cares for his children 
and who places those crosses on his greatest gifts. 
Work and childbirth were delightful gifts given by 
the creator to his creatures before they rebelled 
against him. Before they ate the forbidden fruit, 
the man was put in the garden to till it and keep 
it, and he and his wife were told to be fruitful 
Work and childbirth continue to be 
gifts from our loving heavenly 
Father, despite the curses fixed on 
them: ((in toil you shall eat" and ((in 
pain you shall bring forth children:' 
and multiply. Work and childbirth continue to be 
gifts from our loving heavenly Father, despite the 
curses fixed on them: "in toil you shall eat" and 
"in pain you shall bring forth children:' The wed-
ding liturgies have said it well: "And although, by 
reason of sin, many a cross hath been laid thereon, 
nevertheless our gracious Father in heaven doth 
not forsake his children in an estate so holy and 
acceptable to him, but is ever present with his 
abundant blessing:' We'll carry on this mission-
ary enterprise at times joyfully, but always in faith, 
trusting the one who has sent us. 
Unfortunately, concerns over missions are 
often coupled with concerns over declining 
numbers. Too often criticism about a prevailing 
theology of missions is mentioned in the same 
breath as statistics about shrinking denomina-
tions. In other words, our missiology is often 
driven by fear. If we don't get out there and do 
missions, there won't be any of us left. Christ, 
however, turns our attention away from our-
selves, and even from our church structures, and 
directs it toward our neighbors. He died, not in 
order to save denominations but to save sinners. 
Of course, there is a salutary reason to be 
concerned about numbers. After all, Paul became 
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a Jew and as one outside the law in order to save 
more not less. We want to bring the gospel to as 
many as possible. With that in mind, perhaps bed-
room evangelism fails to appreciate the urgency of 
reaching the many. As a mom or dad, you might 
only evangelize two or three. But then, why? Why 
not ten? Why not fifteen? The Bible has plenty of 
encouragement toward lots of children-happy 
is the man with his quiver full-and not a single 
caution against it. That would make Bach (with his 
twenty children) the Fifth Evangelist for another 
reason. One cannot ignore the global thrust of the 
Great Commission. There is certainly more evan-
gelism to be done than what happens at home and 
inside church walls. The apostles traveled. Christ's 
family is not confined to bloodlines. The servants 
in the parable were told to go to the highways and 
byways and invite everyone. Our churches should 
continue to send, support, and pray for mission-
aries as they work across the globe. At the very 
least, however, we should stop disparaging the 
evangelism that happens when a husband and 
wife bear and raise children. If only our members 
really did undertake bedroom evangelism with 
gusto! If only more parents were multiplying and 
then catechizing the little whelps! 
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Luther's friend Justus Jonas once hung a 
branch of cherries above his kitchen table to 
teach him about divine creation. Luther told him 
that he didn't need cherries; he ought to look 
instead at his own children. We might say the 
same in terms of missions. A while ago, I sug-
gested that our church create a bulletin board to 
display the various missionary organizations we 
were supporting. I suppose I was hanging cherry 
branches. In order to teach about missions, why 
didn't I simply commend the moms and dads 
in our congregation for bringing their kids to 
church? 
The motto for missions is usually: "Go out!" 
Instead of going out, why not try staying in? And 
leave the kids at Grandma's. t 
Paul Koch is pastor of Wannaska Lutheran 
Parish in rural northwestern Minnesota . 
------
ETYMOLOGY 
Try to remember what he taught you: to find North in stars, 
to drive a nail to wood, to clench a fist to stone, 
to follow through against the iron of a cheekbone. 
You may have been a boy, but you remember. 
That ragged town of coal; a life lived in whistle trills. 
And when you hear the word Pennsylvania-all those syllables throbbing one sound-
your memory claps on and he's looking at you to decide. 
He read aloud to show you words have wombs-
they modulate from names to places, suffixes to identities. 
He told the story of the man who walked far enough away 
to be free from the burden of himself. 
He found a forest. He built a house. All he did he did 
for faith and love-embodied hunger, made it live. 
You could count calamities: storms, wounds, disbelievers, brutal banes. 
But he fought to make a name. So you say it every time you see it: Pennsylvania. 
Never goes unnoticed. Even now rising up from this page's print, 
glowing open-the heat of wanderlust, some mystic ink. 
Lose yourself looking for the answers-all the words writ in wood and hidden. 
This world can open with the steady pulse of faithful wandering. 
His home a fire in your ribs, burning down doorframes in your heart. 
Make a fist the way he showed you. 
Fight your way to make it through. 
David Harrity 
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A Carpenter's Coffin 
Joel Kurz 
I 
GREW UP SITTING ON AND EATING FROM THE 
work of my father's hands. During his years 
as a missionary pastor in the Philippines, he 
crafted a long table and two benches from wood 
that he had planed with glass. My family gath-
ered at that table for every meal, family devotion, 
Sabbath celebration, and special project that 
required space. Dad made a few other pieces 
of furniture during his life, but nothing was as 
central to our shared life as those solid, shaped 
pieces of wood. 
It came as little surprise that when my father 
wrote down his final requests he stated his desire 
for a simple wooden casket, preferably made 
of oak. Since I adore fine craftsmanship but 
remain unskilled in that domain, Dad and I had 
pretty-well agreed that his would come from the 
Trappist monks of Iowa's New Melleray Abbey. I 
had been to the abbey before, and Dad, an ardent 
conservationist, was delighted to learn about the 
sustainable forest management that guided the 
growth and use of their land's lumber. 
On the day my mother called and told 
me that Dad had taken a sudden downturn, I 
phoned New Melleray and ordered his coffin. 
The brother on the other end took the details and 
asked for my family's prayers, even as he assured 
us of theirs. I then called a funeral director near 
my parents and gained his promise to accept 
the shipment and work with the simple coffin. 
It was a strong comfort to see and run my hand 
across the smooth oak in the wake of my father 's 
death, to have that tangible substance ground the 
impending absence. The funeral directors had 
never worked with an unhinged shaped casket 
lined with muslin before, but they agreed on its 
profoundly visible dignity. Tied with twine to 
one of the handles was a card with these words 
of blessing: " ... By the hands of monks each day 
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raised in praise of your goodness, this casket was 
fashioned for your child who died in faith. We ask 
you now to bless this casket. Receive the soul of 
our departed loved one who is laid in this hum-
ble bed as in a cradle, safe in your care until the 
day of resurrection, when we will all be reunited 
in the vision of your glory who are Father, Son, 
and Spirit, one God forever and ever:' 
On the morning of the funeral, my older 
brother worked with me to prepare the back of a 
rented fifteen-passenger van for Dad's coffin. On 
the floor of the van we laid the colorful Filipino-
Muslim weaving which had often graced Dad's 
table. Then as we were about to leave for the 
church, my brother dashed to Dad's study look-
ing for something he had to have in hand for the 
funeral. He couldn't find it at first, but then he 
told me what he was scouring to locate. "It's a lit-
tle rough cross I made for him when I was seven. 
It always amazed me that wherever we went, Dad 
always put it out somewhere." Right about that 
time, both of us turned to the spot where it was 
nailed to the wall. My brother pried it loose and 
was ready to go. 
As people entered the sanctuary for the 
visitation prior to the service, they saw the 
"old-fashioned" coffin parallel to the wooden 
Communion rail. Inside was Dad's body, vested 
in his favorite white and green chasuble. Resting 
on the floor and rising to the foot of the coffin 
was the lid, adorned with a carved wooden cross. 
When the service ended, my brother put his 
rough-made cross in our father's hands; then the 
lid was put in place and sealed. My nephews, 
my brothers, and I accompanied the wheeled 
coffin out to the van and lifted it on top of the 
tablecloth. We covered the coffin with an heir-
loom family quilt and secured it in place for the 
journey. In keeping with Dad's wishes, an ivory 
funeral pall with a maroon and gold cross went 
on the very top as a reminder of baptism's death 
and resurrection. 
The four of us traveled with Dad's body for 
the next five hours through rain and snow, sleet 
and dark, five days before Christmas. Our desti-
nation was Carpenter, the hamlet where my dad 
grew up, and Quercus (oak's botanical name) 
Grove Road-where church and cemetery meet. 
The pastor and the funeral director were waiting 
for us at the church, so we wheeled Dad's coffin 
inside. There, in that sanctuary, where his father 
had been pastor for nearly forty years, where he 
had been baptized and confirmed, where he first 
and repeatedly communed, and where his par-
ents and sister were also laid out in their coffins, 
we left Dad for the night. 
The next morning, St. Thomas's Day, a 
handful of friends and relatives gathered in the 
sanctuary, then walked behind the van across the 
road to the cemetery-the pastor chanting all the 
way. At the edge of dormant farm fields, beside 
the empty grave and the oak coffin, I read the 
monk's blessing and a poem. My brother Nathan 
then read these words he had written early in the 
morning when unable to sleep: 
Yesterday, 
I placed in your hands 
a cross of wood. 
Here, today, 
we place on you 
a cross of mourning. 
It surrounds you now, 
that wood you loved-
the gift from a son 
to his father a week ago. 
It carries you. 
The roughness 
of unfinished things 
replaced by the beauty 
of finished work. 
On returning from the burial, I found in my 
mailbox a cross, identical to the one atop the cof-
fin, which the Trappists had sent as a keepsake. 
The rough cross my brother gave up and bur-
ied with our father was replaced by this smooth 
one; a new layer of memory had been added to 
experience. Reading back over the Trappist bro-
chure, I spotted another detail that I had missed 
before: the brothers plant a new tree in mem-
ory of each casket recipient. Even though Dad's 
coffin was vaulted by cemetery decree, the tree 
The culturally established way 
of dealing with death and burial 
tries to mask, prevent, and deny 
the decay of one's body; to keep 
it from the soil which is the 
source of all subsistence. 
promised the ecological continuance of which 
Aldo Leopold wrote: "Dust unto dust is a desic-
cated version of the Round River concept .. .. A 
rock decays and forms soil. In the soil grows an 
oak, which bears an acorn, which feeds a squir-
rel, which feeds an Indian, who ultimately lays 
him down to his last sleep in the great tomb of 
man-to grow another oak" (quoted in Harris 
2007, epigraph). 
We were able to do Dad's funeral and burial 
as we did because I have become somewhat con-
versant on matters of simple, or green, burial over 
the years. It goes back to the time that I heard Lisa 
Carlson speak in a Quaker meetinghouse, which 
led me to read her book Caringfor the Dead. When 
a funeral director angrily told me that what I was 
trying to do was illegal, I was able to inform him 
to the contrary ... and also that I would be happy 
to find someone else who would work with me. 
After all, I had been my father's primary caregiver 
for six years of his demise, and I wasn't about to 
be relieved from those final acts of caring. 
The culturally established way of dealing 
with death and burial tries to mask, prevent, and 
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deny the decay of one's body; to keep it from the 
soil which is the source of all subsistence. Mark 
Harris observed that "a lasting legacy to a life 
well lived may be as basic as good earth. Our best 
last act may, in fact, be the simple act of using 
what remains of our physical existence to fertil-
ize depleted soil, push up a tree, preserve a bit 
of wild from development, and, in the process, 
perpetuate the natural cycle of life that turns out 
to support those we leave behind" (Harris 2007, 
186). These words are much more consistent with 
the biblical picture of creation's goodness and 
interconnectedness than the earth-denying, arti-
ficial burial practices that even many Christians 
aspire for upon death. 
Christians sometimes ignore the reality 
that the flesh-and-blood God among us (known 
as "the Christ" -the anointed one) worked as a 
carpenter. Some argue that tekton can also be 
translated as "builder;' but even if Jesus was 
skilled as a stonemason, the truth remains that 
he worked with divinely created matter. Justin 
Martyr makes early mention that Jesus was 
known to have made plows and yokes, and that 
insight finds great resonance in Jesus' remarks 
about "putting one's hand to the plow" or "taking 
his yoke upon us:' For all our Lutheran emphasis 
on vocation, it took an Anglican to give us the 
only familiar hymn which refers to Jesus as a car-
penter "whose strong hands were skilled at the 
plane and the lathe" (Struther, Jan. "Lord of All 
Hopefulness:') 
A prayer used regularly by the Iona 
Community does a masterful job of reconfiguring 
our picture of the incarnate and crucified, buried, 
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and risen Jesus in the realm of his ongoing work: 
"0 Christ, the Master Carpenter, who at the last, 
through wood and nails, purchased our whole 
salvation, wield well your tools in the workshop 
of your world, so that we who come rough-hewn 
to your bench may here be fashioned to a truer 
beauty of your hand" ("Tuesday Prayer"). 
I saw that beauty in the wood of my father's 
life and death. And I see it still in all the trees that 
our carpenter-Lord pushes up from this good 
earth. -f 
Joel Kurz is the pastor of Bethlehem 
Lutheran Church in Warrensburg, Missouri. 
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Framing the Secular: A Review Essay 
Matthew Lundin 
II  THINK RELIGIONS ALL GO TO THE SAME PATH, 
you know I think it's all religions are a way of 
how to live your life and they all kinda lead 
to the same goal" (145). Thus did one young 
American recently express a bedrock principle 
of liberal Protestantism-the conviction that 
beneath the formalities of "organized religion'' 
lies a natural substratum of human yearning and 
experience, one common to all the major spiritual 
traditions. This breezy description of religious 
equivalency represents one of many voices cap-
tured in Christian Smith's Souls in Transition 
(2009), a magisterial study of the religious lives of 
college-aged, or "emerging;' adults in the United 
States. At first glance, the results of Smith's survey 
might seem to confirm media reports that church 
affiliation is inexorably declining because young 
adults are "spiritual" not "religious:' Ironically, 
one of the interviewees acknowledged the trendi-
ness of this way of framing things: ''I'm spiritual, 
yes, which is now starting to sound like a cliche .... " 
(159). 
However, the widespread use of such language 
represents more than a simple fading away of orga-
nized religion. Indeed, the great accomplishment 
of Smith's book-and of several other recent stud-
ies-is to show just how historically contingent is 
the individualism, moral relativism, and thera-
peutic consumerism of mainstream American 
culture. A vague, inchoate "spirituality" is not 
something natural that remains once religion has 
retreated. Our current religious settlement is not 
the inevitable outcome toward which previous 
history tended. Rather, it is a product of particu-
lar ways that generations of men and women have 
chosen to talk about their own lives-to frame 
them morally and theologically. 
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Those seeking resources to understand the 
historical forces and intellectual premises behind 
the contemporary framing of religion need not 
search for long. Critical accounts of contemporary 
assumptions about belief have been pouring off 
the presses in the past decade. Many of these stud-
ies share a suspicion of what Charles Taylor has 
called the "subtraction" story of secularization-
an account that assumes that the secular is what 
remains after all that is historically contingent (and 
therefore unscientific or parochial or obsolete) has 
fallen away. In various ways, these six recent books 
reject the premise that American politics and cul-
A Secular Age gently questions 
pervasive assumptions about religion 
by showing the complex historical and 
moral reasons for their appeal. 
ture are neutral on matters of religion. They argue 
that it is arbitrary and coercive to exclude religion 
from the academy or to deprive young men and 
women of sophisticated resources for thinking 
about their spiritual lives. 
The most notable re-evaluations of religion's 
place in the modern world have been big histori-
cal tomes. Charles Taylor's A Secular Age (2007) 
insists that secularization is not primarily a matter 
of declining church attendance or religious affilia-
tion. Rather, the cultural frameworks within which 
individuals and communities make sense of belief 
have themselves been radically transformed. How 
did religion morph from a fact of life-something 
deeply embedded in everyday experience-to a 
seemingly dispensable set of inwardly-held beliefs? 
As Taylor rightly notes, many modern believers 
experience secularization less as a loss of faith 
than as a recognition that their belief is merely one 
option among many. Indeed, within a pluralistic 
culture, even those who wish to preserve tradi-
tional ways of life, such as the Amish, will seem 
to be exercising a form of individual freedom or 
personal preference. Avoiding nostalgia for a lost 
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past, Taylor recognizes that assumptions about 
belief are rooted in pervasive social and cultural 
practices. His goal is not to lament the loss of an 
irrecoverable past but rather to open up space for 
debate. A Secular Age gently questions pervasive 
assumptions about religion by showing the com-
plex historical and moral reasons for their appeal. 
The attraction of atheism, for instance, lies less in 
incontrovertible philosophical arguments than in 
its seemingly brave and even heroic ethical stance. 
If Taylor's Secular Age seeks to loosen the 
grip that modern assumptions have on contem-
porary minds, Brad Gregory's The Unintended 
Reformation (2012) aims to demolish such 
assumptions altogether. A defense of the Catholic 
tradition, Gregory's book argues that modern sci-
ence and secular politics have not discredited any 
of the major claims of medieval theology. Rather, 
by the time of the Enlightenment, the religious 
conflicts precipitated by the Reformation merely 
made it seem that Christian revelation had been 
discredited. Hoping to bypass bloody confes-
sional disputes, Enlightenment thinkers turned 
to natural theology. The God they found, how-
ever, was a poor imitation of the transcendent 
God of scripture and the church. A distant "first 
cause;' the God of the Enlightenment could easily 
be rendered superfluous by naturalistic explana-
tions. Thus, argues Gregory, the entire modern 
enterprise came to be based on an erroneous con-
ception of God and Christian revelation. The God 
that modern scientists have allegedly dethroned is 
not the Christian God. 
Gregory goes beyond Taylor in insisting that 
the institutions of modern life are radically arbi-
trary and coercive-and thus lacking legitimacy. 
It is no surprise to Gregory that modernity's 
founding principle of "reason alone" -itself a 
response to the futility of Protestantism's "scrip-
ture alone" -has led to intellectual and religious 
dead ends. Gregory finds an emptiness at the heart 
of modern public life. State power and consumer 
pleasures-not a substantive vision of the good-
bind modern liberal societies together. By contrast, 
Taylor interprets the history of modernity as a 
complex ebb and flow of social, cultural, and intel-
lectual forces. A student of Hegel, Taylor is more 
inclined than Gregory to learn from modern his-
tory-to acknowledge that the historical process 
draws attention to truths that would otherwise 
not have been apparent. Thus, while Gregory con-
tends that modern religious tolerance represents 
a fundamental betrayal of Jesus' uncompromising 
moral message (of which the Christian civilization 
of the Middle Ages is purportedly the logical out-
come), Taylor suggests that modernity has made 
clear the "radical unconditionality" and otherness 
of the Gospel's proclamation of human dignity in 
ways that a Christian civilization could not (see 
Taylor 1999, 17). 
Despite these differences, Gregory and Taylor 
concur that modern Western culture has unneces-
sarily closed itself off to transcendent sources of 
value. Contrary to popular perception, the loss 
of such sources was not a simple "falling away" 
of religious inheritances. Rather, it resulted from 
willful decisions to construe reality in certain 
ways rather than others. 
Few recent books have explored the intellec-
tual consequences of a secular framing of reality 
more eloquently than Paul Griffiths's Intellectual 
Appetite (2009), a theological meditation on 
human knowing. The modern academy, suggests 
Griffiths, speaks of knowledge and scholarship 
as if they were the objective, detachable prod-
ucts of an impersonal process. According to 
Griffiths, such language obscures the ways in 
which the modern research university is engaged 
in a very old project-that of forming the inquir-
er's "intellectual appetite:' No less than ancient 
and medieval catechists, the modern university 
cultivates in students and researchers habits of 
knowing. Not so long ago, the modern univer-
sity was committed to a Weberian vision of the 
scholarly life as an ascetic calling. The relentless 
search for new and highly specialized empirical 
knowledge required the researcher to sacrifice 
his personal need for meaning. More recently, 
universities have become "aware that there is no 
unanimity within their walls about what intel-
lectual appetite is and how it should be formed" 
(17). Despite this lack of consensus, or perhaps 
because of it, the academy continues to socialize 
its inductees, encouraging them to value novelty 
above wisdom and possessive careerism above 
shared wonder. 
The crucial distinction Griffiths draws is 
between studiousness, a patient attention to 
objects through which divine beauty and good-
ness shine, and curiosity, an insatiable lusting 
after empty spectacles. Griffiths argues that the 
quest for novelty is ultimately nihilistic, since 
there can be nothing sui generis in the created 
order. Paradoxically, the quest for novelty con-
demns the scholar to tedious and futile repetition, 
whereas a humble, stuttering witness to a given 
reality opens up onto wonders that are ever new. 
One of the book's most provocative chapters cri-
tiques modern notions of intellectual property. 
Griffiths argues that intellectual objects cannot, by 
definition, be owned, since, unlike paterial com-
modities, an intellectual good can be shared with 
others without being diminished. The entire mod-
ern academic enterprise, he suggests, operates 
under a regime of artificial scarcity. 
In critiquing "curiosity;' Griffiths may under-
estimate its value. To what extent is the spirit of 
curiosity an inevitable product of economic spe-
cialization and media saturation? To what extent 
has restless curiosity of the scientific enterprise 
opened up new forms of human flourishing-
including the ability of millions of young men 
and women to pursue higher education? Is it pos-
sible to return to a purely contemplative model of 
learning when the material benefits of curiosity-
of instrumentalized knowledge-are so readily 
apparent? Regardless of the answers to these ques-
tions, Griffith rightly highlights the limitations of 
knowing rooted exclusively in a quest for novelty 
and instrumental power. The modern university's 
production of knowledge is not and cannot be 
neutral, since intellectual regimes inevitably pro-
mote particular intellectual virtues-particular 
ways of cultivating the "intellectual appetites:' 
If this is true, then how are American educa-
tional institutions shaping young people's "desire 
to know"? Here, one can turn to Warren Nord's 
Does God Make a Difference? (2010), a book that 
sums up a career of rich reflection on religion 
and education. According to Nord, contemporary 
secular education stunts the intellectual develop-
ment of its students by prohibiting a frank and 
open discussion of religion in the classroom. A 
survey of textbooks in several disciplines leads 
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Nord to conclude that American classrooms arbi-
trarily exclude religion from areas of study to 
which it is vitally relevant-history after 1700, sci-
ence, politics, literature, and art. Such exclusion 
is not "neutral;' nor is it a logical application of 
the Constitution, which simply prohibits the state 
from endorsing or promoting any particular reli-
gion. Rather, such exclusions reflect an active bias 
against religion-a lai'cite that goes far beyond a 
disestablishment of the churches. 
Nord defends the teaching of religion in 
public schools on secular, not spiritual, grounds. 
Christian Smith's Souls in Transition 
reveals individuals groping, often 
unsuccessfully, to understand their 
lives and their wider world. 
Shallow introductions to religion, suggests Nord, 
trap students into the present, leaving them 
unable to understand the vast majority of cultures, 
befuddled by the beliefs of their neighbors, and 
inarticulate about the weightiest existential and 
moral questions. An arbitrary exclusion of reli-
gion from the curriculum inhibits self-reflection 
and leaves disciplinary assumptions unchal-
lenged: "Political scientists often assume that the 
truth is to be found in the scientific method they 
employ rather than in the (normative) ideologi-
cal, philosophical, and political beliefs and values 
of the politicians, voters, and writers they study-
and, as a result, they don't teach students to think 
politically so much as they teach them to think 
scientifically about politics" (211). The effect of all 
this is to lock students into an exceptionally nar-
row and cramped mental space, to deprive them 
of the tools they need to understand their world 
and flourish as reflective adults. 
Other studies suggest that the effects of such 
deprivation are quite pervasive. According to 
Christian Smith's Souls in Transition, a lack of 
substantive religious reflection deprives young 
men and women of vital resources they need to 
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narrate their own experience. Drawing on inter-
views with a wide range of young adults, the book 
reveals individuals groping, often unsuccess-
fully, to understand their lives and their wider 
world. Many of Smith's interviewees protest, for 
instance, that they have "no regrets" for any of 
their choices-a claim that departs substantially 
from Jewish and Christian understandings of sin 
and offers few possibilities for developing complex 
moral or communal narratives. Equally striking is 
the radically subjective approach to religion found 
among the young adults interviewed. As Smith 
suggests, their world consists entirely of individual 
experience and emotion-of isolated selves try-
ing to do what is "right for them" and to get along 
with one another (41-52). The conclusion Smith 
draws is admonishing without being moralistic: 
the culture offers young people poor resources for 
making sense of their lives. 
Such impoverishment does not necessar-
ily indicate a declining influence of religion on 
American public life. According to Smith, media 
claims that today's young adults are more "spiri-
tual" but less "religious" than previous generations 
are greatly exaggerated (295-96). Indeed, the 
strength of Smith's book lies in its "thick descrip-
tion" of religious vocabularies; it resists any 
simple analysis of American religious culture. 
Nonetheless, it does hint at a broader failure: "if 
communities of other adults who care about youth 
wish to nurture emerging adult lives of purpose, 
meaning, and character-instead of confusion, 
drifting, and shallowness-they will need to do 
better jobs of seriously engaging youth from early 
on and not cut them adrift as they move through 
their teenage years" (299). Absent such engage-
ment, argues Smith, young adults will be unable 
to understand, let alone resist, the individualistic 
and therapeutic assumptions they absorb from the 
wider culture. 
What, then, is to be done? How can educa-
tors and parents promote a deeper and broader 
engagement with questions of meaning? How can 
secular education do justice to the full complex-
ity the human experience, both past and present? 
How can faculty model ways of knowing that go 
beyond the instrumental mastery of disciplinary 
methodologies? 
Confessing History (2010)-a collection of 
essays exploring "the Christian faith and the his-
torian's vocation" -argues that the way forward 
lies less in sweeping institutional change than in 
the scholar's quotidian callings as writer, believer, 
teacher, citizen, and churchgoer. Together, the 
essays invite the reader to ponder what it might 
look like to pursue a scholarly vocation with 
well-formed intellectual appetites. The book's 
autobiographical essays, for instance, attest to the 
power of humility as an intellectual virtue. They 
provide eloquent models of the "stuttering won-
der" that Griffiths holds up as the proper response 
to the mystery of creation. As Una M. Cadegan 
puts it in her essay "Not All Autobiography 
is Scholarship: Thinking, as a Catholic, about 
History;' 
... mystery itself is not, in some sense, 
mysterious, if by "mysterious" we mean 
something that tries to keep itself from us, 
keep us guessing and stumbling. Instead, 
mystery is very near, always waiting to 
ambush us, in the most mundane of our 
tasks, because we deal with the stuff of 
which the gracious mystery at the heart of 
the world is made. (59) 
Insofar as it follows Jesus' command to love God 
and one's neighbor, the historian's calling is no dif-
ferent than that of other Christians. As Beth Barton 
Schweiger writes in "Seeing Things: Knowledge 
and Love in History;' "Christian historians should 
set aside the often unyielding standards of pro-
fessional norms in order to foster relationship 
with their peers, students, and the people in their 
books" (76). 
While applauding the pioneering work of 
the generation of Christian historians that came 
to prominence in the 1970s and 1980s (George 
Marsden, Nathan Hatch, Mark Noll, etc.), some 
of the essays in Confessing History imply that 
those historians did not sufficiently challenge the 
assumptions of the historical profession. Indeed, 
some contributions yearn for a more perfect-and 
allegedly less accommodating-union of his-
torical inquiry and Christian faith and practice. 
William Katerberg, for instance, seeks to shift 
priority from '"own sake' knowledge" to "loving 
intersubjective relationships:' In "The 'Objectivity 
Question' and the Historian's Vocation;' he urges 
the historian to seek "history in service of life;' 
to acknowledge the "tradition-enacting, critical-
memory function that history (heritage) plays in 
the communities in which they live" (120, 117). 
Meanwhile, Christopher Shannon challenges the 
tyranny of the monograph and argues that all his-
tory books (whether they acknowledge it or not) 
are "morally charged narratives:' Most of what 
goes on in the academy, argues Shannon in "After 
Monographs: A Critique of Christian Scholarship 
as Professional Practice;' is little more than an 
ongoing attempt to legitimize "the modern secu-
lar world" (183). Shannon suggests that Christian 
historians might best challenge this legitimacy by 
telling explicitly providentialist stories and by cri-
tiquing the equally providentialist assumptions of 
secular monographs. 
But is such "postmodern" meta-reflection 
more likely to yield fruit than the direct, vigor-
ous engagement with the historical profession and 
the impressive methodological rigor modeled by 
the monographs of Marsden and Noll? To follow 
Simone Weil, are not patient, self-effacing habits of 
attention-habits that may require years of train-
ing and the relinquishing of one's own need for 
meaning-also acts of love, even prayer? (1951, 
105-116). History, after all, offers abundant exam-
ples of the tragic, often unintended, consequences 
of humanity's urgent need for meaning-its use of 
"history in service of life:' 
It is not clear whether the calls in Confessing 
History for a more subjective and "relational" his-
tory are any less an accommodation to trends 
within the academy than the work of previ-
ous generations of Christian historians. As the 
introduction explains, many of the contributors 
undertook graduate studies in the mid -1990s-
the moment when critiques of objectivity and 
Weberian rationality were at their peak. Several 
of the essays raise now standard questions about 
the secular modernity that informs the univer-
sity, highlighting its hypocrisy, its Eurocentricism, 
and its hegemonic instrumentality. Like Brad 
Gregory, Shannon reminds us that the modern 
liberal experiment has a shoddy moral record-
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that it has tolerated massive violence, exploitation, 
and alienation. In this view, the very fact that the 
modern secular regime disavows or represses its 
historically contingent foundations is evidence of 
an arrogated power. 
Such a monolithic depiction of the "modern 
secular world" offers too easy a target. Modernity 
is a product of social, economic, and cultural trans-
formations that go far beyond intellectual moves 
made during the eighteenth century. And within 
the modern world, the liberal Enlightenment has 
always been something of an embattled faith. 
However, it is a faith that, to many, has had the 
voice of moral authority-an authority based not 
on metaphysical or epistemological certainty but 
rather on an awareness of the fallibility of human 
judgment, the goodness of ordinary life, the dan-
gers of political power, and the fragility of flesh. 
At its best, the modern liberal tradition invites us 
to engage in acts of moral sympathy, to imagine 
ourselves in the place of another. Within complex 
systems of social and economic interdependence, 
the liberal tradition has fostered awareness of the 
myriad and indirect ways that we are bound to our 
fellow human beings-as well as the potentially 
disastrous ways that attempts to secure personal 
meaning or communal belonging have deprived 
individuals of their potential for flourishing. 
Here, Michael Kugler's "Enlightenment 
History, Objectivity, and the Moral Imagination" 
in Confessing History, a sensitive exploration of 
the moral imagination of Enlightenment his-
torians, works to counterbalance triumphalist 
Christian readings of liberalism's alleged failures. 
According to Kugler, the Enlightenment moral 
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imagination was exceptionally diverse; it ranged 
from the Baron d'Holbach's blunt atheism to 
Christian accounts of the moral sentiments. But 
it was rooted in a critique of the dangers of "reli-
gious mastery" -"the human tendency to turn 
worship and theology into mastery of talk about 
God and of ourselves" (143). Though the liberal 
tradition has been too quick to see theocrats lurk-
ing everywhere, its critique of "religious mastery" 
has nonetheless uncovered new dimensions of 
Jesus' message. To its vision of religious tolerance 
we owe our ability to speak and write and think so 
freely. In seeking to outflank the Enlightenment, 
do Christian scholars not risk the same bad 
faith- the same elision of moral sources-of 
which they accuse the modern academy? -f 
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